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LIST OF .SYMBOLS 
c - Sludge recycle concentration factor, equal to the ratio between 
th~ recycle solids' concentration, XR;, and the biological solids. 
concentration in the reactor,,X 
D - Di lutfon rate •. ~atiq of the· rate of fl,ow, F, and the. volume of 
F 
liquor in. the aeration ,tank, V. It is equal to the reciproc.al 
I . . 
of the mean hydraulic residence time, t, in a completely,mixed-
reactor, hr".' 1 
- Rate of flow of ,inco111ing .substrate or wastewater,, 1/hr 
- Amount of waste flow 
.. , 
- Maintenance energy coe.fficien~, day· 
- A biological. "constant" u~ed in the hyperbolic expression . 
relating fopecffic:growth rate·to substrate.concentration •.. It· 
is known as the saturation ,constant •. It is numeric~lly ,equal 
to the substrate cqncentration ,at··whi __ ch specific growth rate is 
1/2 ·the maximum specific _gro"{th rate ·for the _system, mg/1 
s .· - Substrate ·concentration. -measured .as ·COD, mg/1 
s1 - Concentration of substrate in t~e inflowing feed in continuous 
flpw ope~ation,, meas~red, as COD, mg/1 
Se - Concentration .of · substrate in the reactor or effluent, filtrate 
COO:, mg/l 
Se = Steady state concentration of substrate in the reactor or 
effluent, filt~ate,COD, mg/1 
xv 
St - Concentration ,of COO in the clarifier effluent, supernatant 
inclL!ding ,non-settled biological, solids, mg/1 
st - .Stead_y state concer:i,tration ;of COQ in tt\e clarifier effluent,. 
iupernatant including non-settled biological solids, mg/1. 
SR ... Ftltrate COD in the recycle sludge, mg/1 
SR. · - Steady state filtr;ate COD in the recycle sl_udge, mg/1 
t - Hydraulic detention time, hrs· 
U ~.specific.substrate, utilization rate, day-l 
,, . . ·' . ,: ' ' . 
X - Biol ag i ca 1 sol_ ids ,concentrclt ioth mg/1 
X · - Steady state biologica.l sol,ids iconce.ntration in t~e reactor,· 
mg/1 
Xe - Biological sol ids, concentratian in: the cl.arifier .effluent, 
nig/1, 
Xe·. "' Ste~dy state biological sol.ids ,concentration in ttie clatifier 
effluent, mg/1 
. ' . . 
XR .., Biological. sol ids cQncer:itration _in the, recycle flow .to the 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the thrust·to clean up and improve the nation's water.s, much 
time, ~ffort; and money have been ex.pended in the reseijrch .and develop-
ment of improved wastewater treatment methods and. processes. Several 
physical-chemical, and biological means o( treatment ·have ·been developed 
fo.r the removal of various. forms ·of -pollutants ·contained in wastewater. 
. ! . .. . 
Each method has its :advantages .and'. d 1 sacivar:itages, and the. choice among .. 
the m~thods ·should depend on s~veral basic considerations~ Howeveri 
biological methods have been more frequently employed in.the past than 
have physical~chemical methods of treatment. One of the obvious reas-
ons for such an overwhelming pr.eference of biological processes is the . 
. economics of operation. 
Of the fluidized and fixed=b.ed systems within the biplogic:a1 meth= 
ods of wastewater treatment, the fluidi:z;ed proces~,, more commonly kn.own 
as·the activated sludge -process9 has attracted many researchers and 
practicing engineers pecquse of it~ versatility .and op.erational control 
features.· There has bee.n contjnuous .effort to develop a ,reliable 
design basis for the efficient performance of the act.ivat.ed sludge 
process •. · The development of deSign methods has gone through several 
phases in· th_e last ·two decades. · Attempts .have been made to base the 
design on stric't1y empirical IOrules ofthumb.U from·past experience. 
Prior ·to.the development of ·the biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) to 
1 
. 1 
2 
mixed liquor suspended solids ratio~ aeration basin-size determinations 
were based on selection of a reasonable hydraulic detentio.n time and 
the mass of BOD applied per 1000 cft of aeration basin value. In recent 
years~ microorganism growth rate is realized as an important parameter 
which controls the substrat~ removal rate and slµdge production; there-· 
fore this is employed as a design tool by some researchers. 
It is realized that there should be sound scientific principles 
behi.nd any design procedure.· In some unit operations~ a good design may 
be automatic~lly assumed to give good res4lts, and the operational 
I 
aspect of the particular unit process may not be as important as the 
design aspects~ However, in t~e biological unit proc~sses for waste-
I 
water treatment the operationa.l aspects are as important as the design 
of .the process, because of the natural variatipns in the characteris~ 
tics of biomass employed to accomplisn the. removal .of organic materials 
from the wastewater and variatipns in the. natural {operational).environ.,., 
rnent~ · Successful results a~e obtainable only where a properly designed 
proc~ss is properly operated, with due regard to the boundary condi-
tions of th.e design mode 1 •. Therefore~ .1 t wfl.l be .desirable to have an 
operational parameter incqrporated in th.e design. This operational .. 
parameter should be such that it controJs the parameter which deter-
mines the performance characteristics of th~ treatment process. It is 
known that the bacterial mass is the main factor that controls the 
treatment. An effici.ent method of co11trol of the biological solids con-
. centratfon~. x~ is to modify the existing syste!ll in such a manner as to 
facilitate direct control of X. Such a modification is shown. in F1gu~e 
1. The difference between the conventional type of the complete mix 
activated sludge process and the flow diagram shown in Figure 1 is the 
-Figure 1. Flow Diagram for Model Employing .Constant Recycle 
Sludge·contentratioh, XR. 
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inclusion of the sludge consistency tank (aeration tank #2) in the 
recycle line. The sludge consistency tank~ as the name implies, is a 
reactor wherein the concentration of cells is maintained at a constant 
5 
value, XR. This serves as a biochen,ical. dosage tank to aerator #1 ~ 
where the biochemical reactions of substrate removal and bacterial 
growth take place. The inclusion of such a tank which holds XR con-
stant makes the other operational parameter~ the recycle ratio, all more 
effective. Without control of XR' the. recycle ratio would be only par-
tially reliable as a control tool. The .constant XR in conjunction with 
a is expected to provide an excellent means of effective control and 
maintenance of ''steady statell operational .conditions with respect to 
aerator biological solids ~oncentration, X, as well as effluent sub-
strate concentration, S. Steady state equations were derived under 
this operational configuration .using concepts consistent with the. theory t ,, 
of continuous microbial culture, and the behavior of the model was 
analyzed computationally (1) •. 
The current investigation encompassed an experimental /study of the 
modified activated sludge process with constant cen fe,edback at the 
pilot plant level. The overall aims of this research can be stated as 
fonows~ 
l) to determine the ease of operation of an activated sludge proc-. 
ess employing constant XR at 'pilot plant level;. 
2) to observe the steadiness of such a model with respect to X and 
S urider various operational configurations; 
3) to compare the experimental results with the value,$ calculated 
from the. equations so as to assess the predictive ability of the model; 
4) to check the validity of.the assumption made in the original 
derivation of steady state equations; 
5) to determine values for biological ,Uconstants" employed in the 
model equation from batch growth experiments; 
6 
6) to suggest a .practical. design approach for -the activated sludge 
proc~ss emp 1 oyi ng cons t~nt ce 11 feedback. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Design Models for the Activated Sludge Process 
Treatment of sewage by the activated sludge process was developed 
' . 
in the early 1900s. · Since then, several modifications have been pro-
posed and practiced in wastewater treatment. In 1912, aeration in the 
presence of microorganisms was carried over to England by Dr. G. J. 
Fowler after his visit to Lawrence Experimental Station in Massachu-
setts. High ·purification of sewage was achieved by recovery of floc-
culant solids .and their recycle to the aeration basin. Large-scale 
experiments were subsequentlyundertaken, and successful results were 
reported by several researchers. 
In spite of such an early start~ it was not until the 1950s that 
the fundamentals of the activated sludge process were studied in depth. 
In 1951 ~ Helmerss et al. (2) reported that cell growth was proportional· 
to BOD reduction~ if the required amount of nutrients was present.· In 
the same year, Heukelekian, et al. proposed an equation relating the 
sl4dge accumulation rate, sludge production due to substrate removal;,, 
~nd the oxidation of solids (3). In 1952, an empirical formula for the 
composition of activated sludge microorganfsms was developed by Hoover 
and Porges (4). This formula, as well as the metabolic b.alances pro= 
vide:d by these researchers~ contributed in considerable measure to 
7 
8 
understanding and subsequent modelling of the activated sludge process. 
In 1954, Eckenfelder and O'Connor (5) proposed a mathematical model 
for activated sludge wastewater treatment. Subsequently, in a series of 
publications, Eckenfelder has advanced mathematical relationships for 
the process reactions in continuous flow waste treatment (6)(7){8). 
Although his initial relationships were based on batch microbial growth 
kinetics, he has suitably modified these to continuous flow kinetics in 
·.,. 
later publications. The present method suggested by Eckenfelder is to 
run laboratory activated sludge units and base the design on the results 
obtained from them. 
From the laboratory studies, values for the following parameters 
are generated: 
So - Se F/M, and SVI 
x · t .i . 
where S0 and Se are influent and effluent substrate concentrations, 
respectively, Xis the.biomass concentration in the reactor, tis the 
hydraulic detention time, F/M is the 11 food, 11 (i.·e., carbon source) to 
microorganism ratio, and SVI is the sludg·e volume index. (Symbols 
shown in this section of the report are used by the proposers of the 
models.) 
So - Se 
Graphical plots of X•t vs Se give a value for the substrate 
removal rate coefficient, k, which is equal to the slope of this 
straight line plot. If, hqwever, a residual BOD or COD persists in the 
effluent, a relationship to account for deviation from theory takes the 
form of 
s - s 
o e.=kS -Y 
. X•t e · 
where Y is an intercept of the .above mentfoned plot. 
A linearized e.xpres~ion .to calculate total oxygen requirements is 
formulat~d based on the assumption that o2 is ·required for (a) biolog-
ical organic removal, ·and (b) ·endogenous :respiration. The resulting 
expression is· 
where Rr is th,e oxygen utilized per unit re.actor volume, a' is the 
' . . 
9 
fraction of substrate used for oxidation, b 1 is .the fraction of volatile 
. , . . . . ' R 
suspended solids .oxidized per day on an oxygen basis. The values of -f 
are calculated from laboratory data, and a plot is developed between 
R S - ·S . · , · . 
{ and 0 X•t e, the slope of whi'ch ,gives the .value for .a• and the inter-
cept gives the value for b'.,:· Prediction ,of sludge production is .. esti-
mated through the~se of a relationship to actoun~ for all of the fac- · 
tors that increase and decrease reactor sludge concentration. By 
rearranging .this material$ balanc~, the following ~quation can be 
obtained~ 
where b.X is .the amount of sludge produced, a is. tne fraction ,of sub-
strate converteq to.newmicroor:-ganisms$ and bis the fraction·of volai"'.,, 
. b.X So - Se· 
tile .suspende~ solids dx1dized per day. From·the plot. of VX vs X·t , 
the valu.es for cell yield, .a, ·and the endogenous ·decay coefficient, b,. 
can be determined. 
10 
Thus, from the bench scale pilot plant, data, the removal rate 
coefficie,nts ,oxygen required, and sludge prod4ction are determirJed. 
Aeration ,basin requirements. are based on two criteri~n an organic_ load-
ing dictated by flocculation and settling of sludge in the secondary 
clarifier,. and the effluent quality which meets regulatory authority 
requirements dictilted by removal rate coefficie,nt, _k. A suitab,le F:M 
ratio'that meets these two conditiqns i~ chosen from the laboratory. 
data, The hydraulic detention time is calc4lat~d for the desired load-. 
ing and aeration cell concentration •. By empl oyi_ng the constants 
obtained-from the laboratory,studies and with the; know.ledge -of .influent, 
organic cqncentration and flow rate, the f~ll sc.ale plant, design calcu-. 
lat1pns can be made. 
In 1962, McKinney proposed a mathematical model.for a 11 complet~ 
• mixing" :pctivated sludge treatment system (9) ~ This is a modeJ wi~h · 
;more constants developed,than·are used fn the materials balance equa ... 
tions, because.most of the constants are developed to explain ~h,e theo-
retical concept of .the complete mixing activated sludge process. From 
' ' 
the materials ba.lance for substrate utilization at steady ,stater. the 
' ' . 
follo~1ng equation relating influent substrate concentrationr., S0 i 
effluent substrate concentration, S; and hydraulic detention time, t; 
is obtained: · 
where k5 is equal to the ci><jgen demand removed divided by the oxygen . 
demand remaini_ng per unit of'. time. 
A similar type of materials balance-for microbial growth leads to 
the relationship 
k6s 
X = ..,-------~--
a t (x - xw + sw) + k7 
where Xa is the active mass in the aeration tank~ k6 is the synthesis 
constan~s k7 is the decay constant~µ is the ratio of effluent solids 
to the aeration tank solids 5 Sis the compaction coefficient to relate 
recycle and aeration basin solids concentration~ and w is the fraction 
of influent flow wasted per day. To calculate the total oxygen demand 
of the effluent~ an account for the concentration of microorganisms in 
the effluent is included. This gives the following equation: 
where k10 is a constant to account for carbonaceous and/or nitrogenous 
metabolism. In designing a treatment facility~ values forµ, S11 k6~ k7 ID 
and k10 are assumed. For the desired detention time, which is chosen 
by the designer., S$ X211 and ware calculated using the above equations. 
In the early 1960s, Busch developed a model for activated sludge 
' 
wastewater treatment design which was based on some mathematical as 
well as empirical relationship (10). Busch's approach was to run a 
laboratory bench scale pilot plant unit to obtain design data. The 
acclimated batch=grown cells were used to run a continuous unit with= 
out intentional sludge wastage. Data were collected daily during the 
~on=steady state period of microbial solids accumulation. By monitor= 
1ng the substrate and solids concentrations 1n the uniti graphical 
rel at ions hips were obtained between various parameters which formed the 
basis for the design. Three main curves were developed from the 
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laboratory data for the design of the activated sludge process. They 
are: 
1) loading, lbs .BOD/day/lbs mixed liquor suspended solids (F:M 
ratio) vs substrate removal, lbs BOD removed/day/lb of MLSS. The slope 
relates to the plant efffoiency. This curve is of lHtle use in formu= 
lation of process design criteria. 
2) effluent BOD, mg/1, vs loading, lbs BOD/day/lbs MLSS {F:M ratio). 
This relationship is very useful in that the intercept of the curve 
shows the minimum attainabl~ effluent.BOD. 
3) observed yield vs sludge age. This is another important curve 
for the design of sludge handling facilities. During the period of 
solids accumulation in the continuous flow unit; it is, necessary to per-
form a batch microbial growth experiment using microorganisms from the 
continuous flow treatment .unit to obtain a relationship between .BOD 
removal rate, X~~' vs BOD concentration, St. After obtaining these 
design curves, the design procedure is as follows:. 
Fix t~e effluent BOD and calculate the BOD removed/day/lb MLSS 
from the batch rate concentr~tion plot. The MLSS required is then 
found by dividing substrate removed by loading. From influent BOD and 
MLSSi deduce the F:M ratio. At this F:M ratio, check with the plot of 
F:M vs effluent BOD obtained from continuous flow laboratory p.ilot 
plant study to determine if the effluent criteria can be met. The 
selection of hydraulic detention time in Busch's method is governed 
solely by the optimum combination of MLSS concentration and economic 
tank volume •. Exces.s sludge production is calculated by determining th~ 
cell age at which the system to be operated will meet the required 
effluent quality •. Once this cell age is obtained from the plot .of cell 
age vs effluent BOD, excess sludge prodµced can.be obtained from the 
· plot of observed yield (or sludge produced, lbs/lbs BOD removed) vs 
cell age. 
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Regarding the batch studies suggested by Busch, it is agreed that 
there is an advantage in us.ing activated sludge from continuous flow 
units as .initi~l inoculum for batch studies. Also, it can be conceived. 
that cells. from suco units do remai.n fairly:constant in the.ir metabolic 
activity .measured by endogeno1.1s oxygen uptake. Such a parameter may 
facilitate comparison of ,chara~teristtcs of cells. at various ti!Jles dur= 
ing an investigation. Another point of discussion of this model is ,the 
concep:t of cell age. In a system where there was no intentional sludge 
wastage, it i~ rather diffi6ult ~o conceive of the idea of cell age 
although it was assumed in his.method that the cell was as old as the 
system so long as the solids concentration in the effluent was negli= 
gible. It was.found recently in an investigatidn of this method (11) 
that under non-steady state conditions; activated sludge showed mark= 
edly different characteristics .than under steady state condition.s. 
In 1963,, Grieves,, Milbury,, and Pip1es (12) put forth a mixing model 
for the activated sludge process~ The mixing conventions were mainly 
those of Cholette and Cloµtier ,(13). The equations of hydraulic regime 
were integrated with steady state equations of continuous microbial 
culture. The growth equation employed was one that.depicted two=phase 
·growth, in which a.linear relationship between growth rate and sub~ 
strate conceritratibn would be predicted at growth-limiting conc~ntra~ 
tions of substrate. Their approach di~ not gain much support among 
design engineers~· 
In 1964~ another mathematical model was published by Schulze (14). 
14 
In this paper, a series of ma~hematical equations was developed, defin- · 
ing the steady state substrate and cell concentration for once-through 
I . . . 
and feedback systems.. Ih.e....:reJ.ilt.lQD_s~JP . .Jt~~ll!!l~.<:LJ>~t.w.e.en __ tbe . .s.peciftc,. ... 
growth rate, µ, and substrate conc~ntration, S, was different from th.at 
<..;::_----··--.···-· ·-·,·~·-····-·--······•- ..•.. , ... ,• ...... . , .. ,. ............... ., .. , . .--. .. ,. ............ ._~,---.-.... ,.,. •· .. :._ ... ., ......... : .. , .. ·:····"'"'"""'"""'.- . ., •· ·•·······-........ ,. .... ,., .. w·•-·"'""' . . .. 
-~f_MQJ.L<?.~.~- This was a .1 inear equation proposed by Teissier.. The equa-
·- ' ·' 
tions of Monod and Teiss.ier .and relationships _proposed by other 
researchers were tested by Gaudy, et al. (l5). The results obtained-py 
Gaudy, et al. offer support_ for the practical application, rather than 
proof of, the Monod equation in reactors-employing heterogeneous·popu .. 
lations. 
With regard to the cho.i ce between the two-phase or singl e ... phase 
kin~tic model, if an investi.gator bases his conclusions. or selection. 
of one type over the other on the basis of best fit of the datai) it 
must be realized thatthere·are situatipns-where. either concept would 
seem justi_fied. • If the system has ~- low 11 saturation constant/ K5 il the 
se_lection .of either -the Monod type expression or the linear two-phase 
expression ~ould appear to make little practical difference in defining 
the relationsh,ip between µ and S. However~ for systems with larger 
K5 values, the numeri~al differenc;e between the two predictions·is · 
increased. Concerning the use of either relation betweenµ and S, it 
. is also important to. note that in the lower ranges of S (e.g.9 25-75 
mg/1 L the curve_s predicted by the Monod. expression at various K5 val.ues 
could be plotted as a straight line Without serious error. Since waste-
water treatment plants to be effective must yield effluent of at least 
this quality, preferably better, a linear relation could, for practical 
reasons, be assumed, and the two-phase concept was originally proposed 
on. thi~ basis (16). In general, the results presented by Gaudy, et al. 
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(15) indicate that experimental data pertinent to the relationship 
between µ and S support the use of the Monad equation. There.fore ll even 
though at the lower substrate ranges and at low Ks values a linear 
re 1 a ti ons hip cou 1 d be used, it cannot ,be recommendecL, since it does not 
fit the entire range ofµ and S levels for any particular values of µmax 
and Ks, and fits only approximately in special ca.ses. It surely cannot 
be argued that a heterogeneous population i~ such a special case. The 
final conclusion of Gaudy, et al. was.that refinement of the Monad equa= 
tion does not,.seem warranted from the standpoint of practical application. 
A design method for the ,continuous flow activated sludge process 
utilizing batch growth and substrate removal ,rates in conjunction with 
mixing theory has been developed by Bhatla, et al. (17) •. An acc.limated 
micro.bial population is developed by fill=and=draw technique. Batch 
experiments are· conducted using these accl imat,ed cul ture,s at various 
loadings to obtain design data. These batch experiments are used to 
establish BOD. transfer kine.tics of the laboratory biological oxidation 
system. From the laboratory batch data design formulations are obtained 
in th,e fo 11 owtng sequence: • 
1) ~n arithmetic plot of BOD vs time of sampling is made for each 
batch test. Two linear regions are located. An empirical average rate 
constant is foUnd at each loading from the initial lin~ar region of the 
plotted data by the relationship 
s . "" s 
r 0 
·~ ...... t...... ( s-)-. 
where 5a is the initial BOD, Sis the BOD at time t. 
2) A relationship between fraction of BOD removed, D, and r is then 
ca.lcul ated by the expression 
. t D = 1 - (1 - r). 
and plotted against treatment time .for ea.ch batch run. 
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The batch kinet1~s are i~tegrated with mixjrig theory to predict 
the performance of a continuous process •. A curve fo.r comp.1ete mixing. 
kinetics in a single basin is obtained, by plotting f·'~s Y ii fraction of 
. b 
flow held. for time tor. lbng~r, where t-.is ·the treatment time and tb is 
the average retention time in the basinj 
3) For, design predict.ions, an average hydraulic .retention time in 
the aeration basin, t, is .selected, and l - r is plotted against D. 
The percent of. the total gra~h area which lies under this curve is a 
p'rediction of.:the performance of a continuous system which has the 
' 
specified detention period. Once basic.data.are obtained from batch 
experime~ts, _a mathematical trial-and ... error:procedure is followed to 
find a suitable design. Although a ·procedure undoubtedly exists :to · 
relate information ·ob.tained to'. final des.ign consideration, the aeration 
basin sol ids concentrations ·x, _and sludge production· to be expected-"" 
this in,formation ha~., to _the author's knowledge, not l:>een divulged by 
Bhatla~ et al. (17) •. 
One of -the recent modeJ s is one ,by Lawrence and McCarty · (18} • The·. 
basi~ difference between this model and others-is the equation employed 
to relate the rate of substra.te utiliz,ation, concentration of micro=. 
organisms, and substrate remaining. Monad's equation is modified for 
substrat~ utiliza~ion rate, and assumes the form 
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where~~ is the rate.of microbial substrate utilization per.unit volumes 
k is-the maximum rat~ of substrateutiliza:tion per unit weight of 
microorgaDisms,·Ks is the. saturation constant, .and S is·the substrate 
concentration surroyndiDg the microorganisms. 
The basic operational parameter of this -model is the mean cell 
retention time, or biological solids retention time~ and is defined as 
where x1 =·total active microbial mass in th.e system, and ( ~~) T is the 
total quantity of active microbial ,mass witf1drawn daily, including . 
those sol ids purpo~ely wasted as -wel 1 as those lost in. the effluent. 
By writi11g a mass balance for micrpbial gro.wth, it is shown tha:t 
At the steady state condition it is shown that 
1 _ Y .df/dt e - X - kd 
C 
By employing these equations in th1e ·materials balan~e for substrate 
removal and microbial growth, _steady_ state equati,ans .for X and S are 
obtained. In ·this model, a constant yield and decay coefficient are 
used to account·for thevariability of cell yield at var·ious cen 
ages. The parameters for which_ valu.es are to be assfgne.d (or deter= 
mined) are Y, _kd' k, and Ks. Once. the desired treatment efficiency is-. 
stated, a ec can be chosen to obtain the desired effluent BOD or COD 
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for a given set of conditiqns •. For each value .of ec, there. is a .unique 
value of efficiency, S, and X. Within the limHs of technical and 
process feasibility, the final cpoice of a desi.gn volume would be based 
upon an economic analysis of the factors deter~ining the cost associated 
with a given volume such as capital cost, recycle pumping costs, and 
aeration or mixing costs. 
In a series .of publications (19)(20)(~1}, Sherrard and Schroeqer 
have developed. a mathematical. model that can be used to describe bio-
chemical. reactions ,;n a con~inuous flow,.· completely mixed biological. 
wastewater treatment system. The basis'for development, of the model was· 
to utilize a variabl~ microorganism yield coefficient in cqnjunction · 
with microbial continuous culture theory. The observed or variable 
yield coefficient is -dependent on the value of the specific growth.· 
rate, µ, ·or ,its rec i pro cal s 1 udge re tent ion .time, SR.T; or sludge age, 
ec, ~nd this principl~ was used tb relate the growth rate and substrate 
utiliz.ation rate. They have also shown:.that the observed cell yield is· 
maximum at highµ and minimum at lowµ values. The primary reasons 
attributed to the variation in yi~ld by these authors were predation . · 
activities .of high~r 1 ife forms and increased microorganism mainten= 
ance energy requirements at lowerµ. The main difference between thi,s· 
model and that of Lawrente.and McCarty is.the way in which the varia= 
tion in yield with cell age is incorporated. i.n mathematical equations. 
The design approach proposed by Sherrard is to select a suitable ec 
·that would pr~duce anefflu~nt of ·requi~edquality and from the yield 
value at that cell age, calculat,e the amount of. sludge production for 
the substrate removed by using the formula 
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This is the amount to be wasted to operate the system at the desired ec. 
The steady state substrate and aeration tan,k sol ids .are calculated at 
that particular ec from equations derived from these two parameters .. 
drawing a materials balance for the system. 
From the review of literature, it is found that two main approaches 
· to design of ·the activated sludge. process are 1) the so-cal 1 ed F:M ratio 
approach, and 2) the sludge residence time ~pproach. In recent publi-
cations by.Goodman and Englande (22), a~d Stensel and Shell (23) 9 these 
approaches are compared·critically. The F:M and SRT design models are 
useful· in predicting effluent .substrate concentration. It can be shown 
by a materials balance equation that for a given F:M ratio 11 _a specific 
SRT exists. 
The success of a trea~ment plant 1depends not only on prqper design · 
of unit processes,. but also on the. effective operation of the plant to 
produce a de.sired quality of effluent •. While. the F:M technique empha'."' · 
sizes maintaining.a constant MLSS 11 the'SRT method emphasizes the amount 
of sludge wasted per _day as the oper~tional co.ntro.1. The operation and 
the control .of any process .by any ~ethod is feasible only if th.e ·para .. 
meters inv~lved are measurable with ~ase in a relatively short .time and 
with reasonable accuracy. ·. In .the F:M technique, the important para= 
meter is the measurement of solids concentration which can.be. done 
without very -involved proc~dures. Bu.t the problem with this method is 
the variation in aeration solids con~entration which can ·occur due to 
fluctuations in substrat~ concenttation and ceJl or sl~dge yield val-
ues. Also, changes in suspended s6lids concent}".ation in the inflowing 
waste can result in a different F:M ratio. A similar situation would 
ar,ise if the proportion of active mass in the total suspended solids. 
pres~nt in the.system changes. If the original design ratio was low, 
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a decrease in active ma~s may not cause serious disruption in biochemi= 
ca·l efficiency, although it can cause inefficient clartfication due to 
changes in settling c~~racteristics ·(23). Conver,ely, if .the ratio 
were to go to the other side, i.e.'.~ to decrea$e below the design .ratio 
due to an increase in active mass. this will result in increased amount 
' • '. • • < ; 
of oxygen uptake. The measurement of the other parameter, the 11 food 11 
concentration in the influent,. is 1 imited if the BOD test is used •. How= 
ever, the L\COD test (24), which appears tobe a better: method for this 
purpose, CO!.!ld be employed.· Thus; :co.ntrol of the F:M ratio is. dependent 
on .the fluctuation in the biomass concentration and measuring techniques 
employed to determine .the substrate concentration in the feed. This 
approach requires active control of solids concentration in the aera= 
. tion basin, but the models that propose this approiJ.ch do not·have an 
operational parameter that would easily faci 11 t,ate such a control. The . 
control of X would call for immense operational effort in the absence 
of a direct method. Thus, control of F:M ratio requires invo.lved pro=· 
cedures:which make it a difficult approach.· 
The SRT technique requires the control of sol ids domain in th,e 
system to vary the growth rate. This is accomplished by wastage rate 
which requires .measurement of,' suspended sol ids .concentr~:tion. · An 
increase in organics would mean a high~r wa$tage rat~ to ma.intain the 
same SRT. In .the hydraulic method of SRT control prqposed by Walker 
(25), solids concentration in the recycle was assumed constant. In 
thi~ type of control, the clarifier performance is very important. 
The compacted sludge concentration depends on th~ characteristics of 
the particul,ar sludge and the blanket level •. This may vary if the 
wastage rate is varied. Thus,, an increase in. tne · VO 1 urrie of s 1 udge 
wasted will .not ensure a proportional increase in total wastage. 
Energy of Mai\')tenance. 
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The decrease in yield with decreasing growth rate has been a 
phenomenon _which is re.ported and discus.sed by res.earchers in mi.cro-
biology and sanitary engineering fields.· Several attempts. h~ve. been 
made. by microbiologists to provide .theoreti<ral explanatiqns for this· 
.phenomenon. A review of·literature on the maintenance energy require-
ment of. bacteria is presented in thi~ section for two reasons: 1) it 
was.of interest to the author to determi,:ie if the model studied experi- · 
mentally in this research.investigation could be improved by the 1nclu= 
si.on of a maintenance energy coefficient in the st;eady state equations 
· employed.to predict the performaryce characteristics; 2) a very inter-
esting and important observation regarding the cell yield values in 
bat.ch and continuous -systems was -made during the cqurse. of this inves"". 
tigation which raised questions. about the validity of the possible 
theoretical, basis for the maintenance energy concept. 
Duclaux (1898) was. prob.ably the earliest microbiologist to dis=. 
tinguish between energy requireµ for growth and energy-of maintenance 
of cells.. He ca.lcul_ated that for-_yeast~ the energy of maintenan~e was 
0.25 gm of sugar/gm yeast/hr •.. Pirt ,(26) discounts this as a possible 
error due to inadequate data. According to most:theor.etical opiniqnt 
existence.of an energy of.maintenance ought.to be universal and has 
been widely assumed, though not always so designa,ted or considered as 
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discrete from growth processes. 
The fol 1 owing .two paragraphs are the summary· of Ji ter.ature on the 
energy of maintenance reported by Ma 11 ette ( 27) ~ McGrew and Ma 11 ette 
.(28L and Dawes and Ribbons (29)(pages 523, 84411 and 135, respectively)~ 
Rahn ( 30) ascribed to the energy of ma i ntenanc.e the 
ro 1 e of overcoming the effects of 11 chemic::a 1 wear and tear'' 
resulti~g from hydrolysis and decomposition. Sugita stressed 
internal inefficiencies and the need for a balanced entrophy 
in organisms. Lockhart (31) commented that continuity of 
growth of bacteria·. is a function ,of per eel 1 concentration 
of limiting nutrients. Lamanna and Mallette (32) and McGrew 
and Mallette (28) summarized the findings and problems 
involved in demonstrating an. energy. of maintenance in bac= 
teria •. Although energy of maintenance has been established 
for higher ariimals, suggested for higher plants• and might 
be expected to be carried over to microorganisms, experimen= 
tal demonstration has been difficult in the last instance. 
Kandler (33) in 1955 demonstrated at least the possibility 
of energy of maintenance .in pl ant ti .ssues where he showed 
that not all of the exogenous materials go to growth. 
Windisch and Nordheim (34) emphasized that starvation . 
depletes cells of reservess preventing their growth unless 
supplemented. This idea suggests the energy of maintenance. 
If energy is utilized specifically for maintenance~ 
one would predict that at sufficiently low feed rates11 
exogenous materials cou.ld not produce cel 1 growth. Hences 
plots of dry weight$ or some related propertyi, against 
amount of energy source supplied ought not·~xtrapolate to 
the origin. A positive value for the energy source at zero 
growth would correspond to. energy of maintenance. Using 
this approach, Maze (35) plotted yield of fungus against 
invert sugar or methanol consumed\! and extrapolated the line 
through the origin~ thus concluding that energy of mainten= 
ance was undetectable. The results actually do not appear 
to be c:learcutj possibly .because the experimental points 
were not presented. Later, Rottier (36) obtained a similar 
linear relationship between total growth of Polytoma uvella 
and the amount of peptone in the, medium. In one cases the 
data extrapolated to a negative intercept on the substrate 
axis. With somewhat more sensitive methods\! Monad and 
Teissfer (31) found that the total population .of Glaucoma 
.eiri formi s increased 1i n~arly with food 1supply over the 
range studied. They concluded that a given .amount of food 
was necessary per new cell~ regardless of the exogenous 
energy level. Later, Monad (38) re-studied the problem 
more extensively using Escherichia coJi and Bacillus 
subtflis, and again concluded that energy of mai.ntenance 
was zero. In another: series of experiments, Monad varied 
the temperature and found a decrease in to.tal population. 
at higher te!'l'lperature. · This rather generally observed 
.phenomenon might be anticipated on the basis of increased 
energy· requirements needed to offset th~ more r·apid degrad-
ation of cellular components. On the other hand, such an 
effect could be offset partly or completely by the increase 
in time required to reach the maximal. populatfon at lower 
temperatures. Monad concluded. that there were not suffi-
cient data to res.olve the problem of the effect-of temper~ 
ature .on the maximal population with a limited energy sup-
ply. Dagley, et al. (39) studied A~ aerogenes and recorded 
1 inear; growth of cultures. as a function of glucose. · The 
curves were drawn through the origin as·usual, though it 
rnust.be borne in mind_ tha~ such experiments J>rdir:iarily are 
not conce~ned with the presence o~·absence of small inter-
cepts. In 1958; Herbert · { 40) ,; from s't;ud i es of cont i nuou~ . 
culture, postulated an endogenous.metabolism ingrowing 
bacteria tQ account for yield variation with growth rates. 
The endogene:>us metabolism is·equivalent to maintenance 
energy requirement,- and he _suggested a inodifi~ation to 
the growth rate 1 aw •. 
Sattley (41) and Bauchop and Elsden (42) reported 
similar observation.· Thus, the existence of an energy of 
maintenance for growing ,bacteria • has been pro bl e)lla ti cal • 
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Marr, Nilson .and Clark (43) have adopted Herbert's formulation _but 
. . ' . . . 
modified the terms ·used as a rate constant by Herbert to specific .main-. 
tenance 1rate~ Schulze and Lipe ,(44) have p~ovided a further analysis 
of the maintenance energy require,nent. They formulated the mainten-
ance energy according to· the older expression use~ by Monod; that isi, 
in terms of energy substrate consumed per unit mass. of organisms per 
unit time. In 1965~ Pirt (26) made farther studies_ and compared the 
two expressions proposed by Marr and Schulze. for_maintenance e~ergy in 
growing culture~. He plotted the data of Herbert (40) and Hobson (45). 
Whfle the data of Herbert did not indicate any evide.nce of maintenance 
energy requirement, Hobson's data strongly suggested the existence of 
such a requirement. From his own studies, Pirt concluded that mainten= 
ance energy is a significant factor in determining the amount of total 
growth at low growth rates.· 
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Palumbo and Witter (46), in studying the influence of temperature 
on glucose utilization,,found that yield and specific maintenance· 
decreased with decrea~ing temperature. However~ .the amount of glucose 
consumed per generation for maintenance increased with decreasing .tem-
perature. This increased gltJcose consumption for mainte.nance may pro-· 
vide a partial explanati6n for the decrease in yield at low temperature. 
Mannett and Nakayama (47} have studied the dependence of yield and 
maintenance requirement on temperature. They concluded that the results . 
' obtained indicate that the specific maintenance rate decreases with 
decreasing temperature. In 19731) .abbott and Clamen (48) analyzed 'the 
dependence of Yonµ and m. Their analysis disclosed that maintenance 
requirement caused two- to threefold variatfon in the yield coeffici-
ents asµ was increased from 10 percent to 100 percent of µmax' and. 
found that the value of m had a significant effect on v.values even 
at highµ values. 
CHAPTER III 
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF .THE MODEL 
Extensive investigation was done by Gaudy and co-workers to gain 
insight-on growth characteristics of heterogeneous microbial populations 
cultivated continuously. in .. completely mixed rea<;:tor~ of the once-through 
and with-cell-feedback type operations. (15)(49). T.hese studies ·had 
direct applicability to understanding of activated sludge processes for. 
treatment of wastewaters, and they were un~ertaken for the purpose of 
assessing .the applicability of various models relating values of kin-. 
etic ·.growth parameters to concentrations .of limiting nutrie,:its (in thi~ · 
; 
case, concentration of carbon source~ S)~ and for the purpo~e of deter-
. . 
mining whether steady state operation with respect to biological sol.ids. 
concentration, X, and substrate concentration, ·S, could be approached 
for.heterogeneous populations. It was found thpt a hyperbolic functions 
the Monod equation, relating _the logarithmic growth rate constant, µ; 
to the substrate concentr•tioni S, was.applicable. 
Due to heterogeneity of th~ populatton, some variation in t~e max-· 
imum lpgarithmic growth rate constant, µmax and saturation constant~ Ks., 
was to be expected and was found even under c'onsta.nt operational con ... · 
ditipns .• It was also found that the value .of cell yield, Y" could be 
expected to vary. It was concluded that these growth 11 constants 1•.1. for 
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natural populations were understandably variable. The kinetic concepts 
could be employed, but a useable range of values rather than a precise 
numberical value should be employed. Concerning the attainment of a 
steady state with respect to Sand X,, it was found that a steady state 
could be approached only rather closely for Sand less closely for X •. 
One such model that.has an inherent operational control parameter 
is ,that of Herbert (50). · The steady state eq·uation for S and Xli accord=· 
ing to this- model, is shown in Table L Th.ere are three biological 
"constants 1/ µmax, Ks, and Y, and two hydraulic :J:)arameters i a and c. 
These five parameters control S and X at any sel.ected dilution ratej) D. 
The operational system constant is the ratio of recycle solids concen= 
tration to the aeration tank solids conc~ntration (XR/X = c). The 
requi~ement -0f this model is that c should be held constant~ The growth 
rate in the system can be controlled by selection of c for a particular 
( . X ) a and D. Since µ = D l + a = a:· ~ it is seen that a relationship 
betweenµ and c can be developed for various combinations of a. and D. 
Thus,, the system can be run at desired growth rates or cell ages by 
proper choice of aj) D~ and c. Once this theoretical possibility is 
establishedii the practical feasibility of such a theoretical mode of 
operation needed to be tested~ Here the model failed insofar as its 
use with heterogeneous populations is concerned. It is reali;ze.d from 
the equation for growth rate, thatµ is very sensitive to the value of 
c. Thus~ it is essential that c be maintained constant at the.desired 
value. In order to keep c constant~ XR should be adjusted for every 
change in X. The trouble involved in.such an operation can be visual-
ized by anyone who has experience in operating a laboratory pilot plant· 
employing heterogeneous popL1l at ions.. Even under control 1 ed laboratory 
TABLE I 
COMPARISON OF STEADY STATE'EQUATIONS ACCORDING TO MODELS OF 
HERBERT AND OF. RAMANATHAN AND GAUDY 
Herbert 
Constant c( c = 1 J 
x = · v ( s .-s) 1 +a.-a.c 1 · 
K D(l+a.;.;acY s - .• s 
- µ -o{l+a. ... a.c) max · 
µ _:;: D ( 1 +a=a.C) 
Ramanathan & Gauqy 
Constant XR 
(1 a) 
v[s .... (1 +a.)S 1 +a.XR X = .. , ~ . l+a. . 
(Za). 
(3a) 
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{l) . 
(3) 
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conditionsii the value of X fluctuates within practical limits. Any 
alteration in XR to maintain constant c will disrupt the system •.. This 
was observed experimentally by Ramanathan and Gaud~ (49). When XR was 
increased for an increase in X to keep c constant, X was increased 
further and pushed the system further away from steady state 9 acting 
directly against the purpose of the control procedtire. Thereforei it 
wa.s reasoned that operation at a constant recycle sludge concentratfon 9 
XR 9 rather than a constant value for c would be more easily facilitated 
and might exert a steadying influence on the steady state concentration 
of biological solids. 
Writing materials balances for X and S in the steady state, holding 
XR Constant and assuming that the concentration of Sin the recycle sol= 
ids was negligible, led to .the equations shown in Table I. These equa= 
tions are those evolved as a consequence of an operational decision to 
employ XR rather than c as a constant in the kinetic model. This aper= 
ational decision and the assumption that S in the recycle flow was very 
low .in comparison to s1 and therefore was negligible were the only 
changes from the simple model which was developed in Herbert 0s theo= 
retical analysis of continuous culture systems of. the completely mixed 
type in the steady state. Herbert's purpose was to develop a simple 
model which could depict the behavior of X an~~ as D was varied. The 
equations of Herbert represent generally applicable expressions for 
continuous growths of pure cultures~ The model developed hsrein repre-
sents one intended to apply over a range of dilution rates one might 
reasonably consider for activated sludge processes. In such processesID 
one is not interested in operating at dilution rates yielding high sub-
strate leakage. Thus~ the theoretical discrepancy inherent in the 
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assumption of constant XR and negligible substrate concentrations in 
cell recycle are of less consequence than for general equations of con-
tinuous culture. From a theoretical standpoint, as a consequence of 
assuming zero substrate concen.tration in the recycle rather than S ~ the 
value of S cannot approach s1 as D approaches very high values. Insteadll 
it approaches the value s1 [1/(l +a)]. It is realized that this is an 
unrealistic assumption at the extreme upper boundary of D values. How-
ever,_ it can also be seen that these boundary values are outside a range 
of practical utilization in activated sludge processes. Concerning the 
assumption of constant XR at Very high dilution rates, the value of X 
would approach XR [ a/(1 + a) J e there. would be no new growth, and the 
only cells in the aeration tank would be those due to recycle flow. 
Thus, at extremely high dilution rates, the assumption of constant XR is 
unrealistic. However, in the near and intermediate future, the major 
challenge in the area of aerobic biological treatment of organic waste-
waters does not lie in finding ways to increase to unrealistically high 
values the dilution rates at which activated sludge processes can be 
operated, but in gaining better operational and kinetic under$tanding of 
the process in order to increase the reliability of biological effi-
ciency for secondary treatment and increase the organic loadings which 
can be successfully handled. High dilution rates would result in inef-
ficient clarification due to lack of. flocculation as well as low biochem-
ical efficiency at higher loading .(Si) conditions. Such high diluti.on 
rates would also make. the system very unstable even under mild shock load. 
situations~ either quantitative or hydraulic. Thus, operation at very 
high dilution rates is of little practical significance and the theo-
retical weakness at high values of D of the kinetic model herein studied 
does not militate against the applicability of this operational model 
for activated sludge processes. 
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A computational program was set up to determine the behavior .of 
the kinetic equations for Sand X of this model as the biological para=: 
metersi maximum specific growth rate, µmax:i saturation constant~ K5 s, 
and cell or sludge yield, Y, as well as the engineering constants, 
hydraulic recycle rate, a, and recycle solids concentration, XR, were 
varied. These results have been reported and the kinetic consequences 
and ramifications of the equation discussed (1). 
The variation in yield values·has been of concern to the proposers 
of this-new operational model. It has been reported by engineers as 
well as by microbiologists that growth rate is one of the factors which 
affect the cell yield value. Analytical. equations have been su.ggested 
for correlating the growth ratei µ, cell yield, Y, and the maintenance 
or decay coefficient, kd. In order to account for the variability in 
cell yield in the past~ two methods have been adopted by various inves= 
tigators. Either a constant yield and a decay coefficient are included 
in materials balance equatiohs, or yield is considered as a variable of 
the system~ depending on the operational conditfons •. In the vi.ewpoint 
of the author, the former method offers a more practical approach as 
well as one more closely associated with the theory of.continuous cul= 
ture. It allows one to retain the 11 true cell yield~li Y 1 as a property 
of the biomass rather than a joint property of the biomass and the 
operation conditions. 
It was .. of interest to see the effec~ of an additional biological 
constantJ,1 .ef, the maintenance energy coefficient, on the steady state 
equations for~ and Son the model employing constant XR. Thuss 
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derivation of new steady state equations including kd was underta~en. 
The boundary conditions. and assumptions made in deriving the equations 
w.ere precisely the same a(s before, except for the inclusion of kd. When 
a term for decay was included in tre materi a 1 s ba 1 a nee .for· so 1 ids i the 
following equation was obtained. 
{4) 
Rate of change .in X =.recycle +.~rowth.- outflow - decay. 
Assuming the rate of ch~nge in solids conc~ntration at steady state 
· dX 
as zero, dt= O, equation (4) reduces to 
{5) 
From Monod 1s·equation, it follows 
{6) 
Substituting equation (5) for µ in. equation ,{6), equati.on (7) is 
obtained~ 
_ K5 ,o ( 1 + a - a~ ). + kd 
S := µ I . . . aXR ] 
-D l+ -.. +kd 
max _x- : 
(7) 
A materials balance for su~itrate yields 
(8) 
Rate of change in S =,inflow - utilization - outflow. 
Again, .bY assuming i·= O at steady state 
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X = XO [s. - 1 + a) s] 
µ - l . {9) 
Substituting equation (5) .for µ·in equaUon {9), equation (lo) is 
ob.ta i ned: . 
Substituting equation .(10) for X in equation (7) lead,s to a .quad-
raticexpression for~·in terms of:a, XRl· µmax'·Y, o., .and kd,.of the 
fa.rm 
as2 +bf+ c = o {11) 
where 
a=µ. - (1 + a)D + kd· 
· max. 
From equation ,{11) it can be sel~n 
+J 2 . S = -b - · b - 4ac 
2a (12) 
An equation to predict.-the amsunt of excess sludge produced was. 
derived by writin.g a mass bqlanc,e around the clprifier {Figure 1): 
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F 
(1 + a)DaX = DXR + Vw XR + DXe (13) 
If the settling tank performs efficiently, the solids in the efflu= 
ent can be considered as negligible compared to solids in the system. 
By this assumption it is seen that equation {13) reduces to 
(14) 
where Xw = F xXR. By rearranging the terms of equation (14) ~ equation 
(15) can be obtained: 
( . XR ) XW = VXD l + a - ay (15) 
Substi~uting i, for D ( 1 + • ~ }f) i~ equation {1'5) 
Equation (16) predicts excess sludge produced per day. However, it 
will be of more practical use if it .is divided by flow to get the sludge 
produced per unit flow. Thi~ reswlts in equation (17): 
X "'µX 
w D (17) 
From equation (17) it is seen that the specific growth rate~ µID is 
the total amount of cells wast~d or produced per unit volume divided by 
the cell concentration per unit volume in the aeration basin. It is· 
pointed out that the reciprocal of this expression is defined as the 
eel 1 age or mean eel l residence time, ec. · 
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(18) 
The modified model equ.ations employing constant XR are. shown· in 
Table II. 
The method of approach·for design and opetation of the activated 
sludge proc~ss outlined in this section offers many advantages ,over . .the 
other·methods reviewed in Chapter IL The main advantage of the model 
proppsed here.in is that an operational parameter for the control of ·the 
process is inherent in design. The operating engi'neer stands little 
chance of operati'ng the syst:em steadily and reliably unless the means 
for exerting control over selectable variables are provided for by the 
design engineer. Conversely 9 if they are provided in the design, they 
are of little avail unless used by the. operating engineer. Unlike the 
parameters of control mentioned .in other models {e.g.,- F/M or ec, dis~ 
cussed in th.e literature review section); .the controllin$ .Parameter XR 
in this model was felt to be easily measur~d or estimated in a short 
time. Also, it was felt.that the automatic control of .XR mig~t be pas~ 
sible without employing sophisticated instrumentation. The importance 
of controlling recycle sol ids concentration in order to achi:eve .and main~ 
ta in a steady state_ has been rea 1 i zed by some workers, b,ut its contra 1 
ha~ been neglected or XR has been assumed as constant. From field exper-
ience in treatment ·plants ii it is known that this -assumption is not valid 
un1 ess XR. is ·made a constant.···· On~ of the methods suggested for control= 
' : \ . 
ling or holding XR constant is ·to contrp] the sludge.blanket level -in 
the final clarifi.er •. It is well known that the sludge blanket. level is , 
a function of the amount-of sol.ids ,in th~. system, .settling .chara!=teris=. 
tics of the microorganisins·,.which are subje.ct to fluctuations at frequent 
TABLE II 
STEADY STATE EQUATIONS INCLUDING MAINTENANCE ENERGY COEFFICIENT 
FOR THE MODEL EMPLOYING CONSTANT XR 
= =b!~ s - ---.2""'"a __ _ 
a=µ · = (l+a}D+kd max 
r, . 1 µmax b = D LS i = ( 1 +a) K5 J = "l+a" 
kd 
c "" K5DS 1, + -1 - K • S • +a s 1 .. 
( 10) 
( 12) 
( 16) 
"" µX/D mg/1 (to convert to mg/day multiply Eq. 17 by F) (17) 
µ ""Xw/Vx ~ sTudg! age=~ (where Xw is given in mg/day) (19) 
C 
~ XWD"" 1 
sludge age (where Xw is given in mg/1) (20) 
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intervals~ and rate of withdrawal of sludge from the bottom of the 
clarifier which, in turn, depends on a. The independent control of 01, 
without control of XR is ineffective. An increase or decrea.se of pump= 
ingrate of sludge will not.ensure a proportional change in the total 
amount of cells being returned to the aeration basin •. Thuss when XR is 
maintained constant in a sludge consistency tankll there are three inde= · 
pendent hydraulic parameters available for control~, a, XRll and D (see 
Figure 1). The other models do not have such a possibility.~ although 
it is assumedtheydo. Various combinations of a~ XR, andD'j within 
practical limits, can be chosen to achieve the desired results. This 
provides the designer with an opportunity to consider the economic and 
operational aspects.without having to sacrifice the efficiency of 
treatment. The approach taken in proposing this model considers all 
of the biochemical aspects, µmax' Ks, Y, and kdi and all of the hydraul= 
ic aspects, a~ XR, Di and s1~ This is an engineering adaptation of,the 
continuous culture theory and is cl,oser to it than other models. It 
remained, however, to be seen if this model coul1d be easily ''operated/ 
and if the performance could be predicted using the biological and oper= ·. 
ations parameters which the steady state equations indicate control X 
and S; thus, the experimenta 1 program described in th.e next chapter wa.,s 
undertaken. Before present"ing'th~ materials and methods employedi it 
is appropriate to delineate another feature of the proposed design and 
opera~tonal approach. 
This model can be en,ployed to accommod,ate other mode.s of control 
proposed. The F/M ratio can be easily controlled by adjusting xR.or ail. 
which brings about an increase or decrease 1n X which~ in turn, 1con-
trols F/M. The constant XR method has direct control on X as opposed 
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to the sludge wastage control (ec method), which is an indirect method 
of arriving at a steady state value .for aeration tank sol ids concentra= 
tion. 
CHAPTER IV 
MATERIALS AND METHODS · 
A laboratory .pilot. plant was operated to study the behavior of the 
rnatheri,atical model. · The experimental setup of the continuous flow 
pilot plant is shown, in Figure 2. The voJume of aeration tank #1 was. 
two liters, and the volume of the settling tank was five liters. A 
sludge consistency tank (aeration ·tank #2) of one--liter capacity was 
used in the recyc 1 e line. . Cells were grown in . bate~ reµ<;:tors using the 
primary effluent from the municipal waste treatment plant at Stillwater~ 
Oklahoma, as initial inoculum. After growing sufficient cells, contin-
uoµs flow operation was starte~. The composition of feeds employed .in 
this study is shown in Tables III, IV, and V. · The synthetic waste was 
pumped to aeratiQn tan,k #1 by a du.al positive displacement .pump (Mini~ 
pump, Mil,ton Roy Model MM1-B-96R) at a predetermined rate to give the 
desired mean hydraulic r~,tention .time!. t (t = V/F). Alternate.ly, each 
of the feed lines was cleaned by pumping a one:percent solution. of 
Clorox in distilled water.·· ThLisii one·of.the lines·was disinfected 
while the other ·was being used. This procedure adequately prevented. 
' 
growth in the feed 1 ine. The air supply was adjusted to provide ade- · 
quate mixing of th.e reactor contents and maintain a dissolved oxygen 
concentrijtion lev~l of above 90 perce~t of saturation value at the lab-
oratory temperature. The system was check'ed for complete mixipg., using 
procedures .descri.bed by Komolrit and Gaudy (51). · The mixed 1 iquor from 
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Figure 2~ Activated Sludge Pilot Plant for Operation With. 
Constant XR 
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TABLE III 
COMPOSITION OF GROWTH MEDIUM PER 500 mg/1 GLUCOSE 
Constituents 
Glucose 
Ammonium sulfate (NH4)2so4 
Magnesium sulfatej MgS04•7H2o 
Ferric chloride, FeCl3 -6H2o 
Manganous sulfate, Mnso4·H2o 
Calcium chloride, CaC1 2 
l M phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.0 
Tap water 
Amount 
500 mg/1 
250 mg/1 
50 mg/1 
0.25 mg/1 
5.0 mg/1 
3.75 mg/1 
5 ml/1 
50 ,ml/1 
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TABLE IV 
COMPOSITION OF GROWTH MEDIUM PER 1000 mg/1 GLUCOSE 
Const itu.ents 
Glucose 
Ammonium sulfate (NH4)2so4 . 
Magnesium sulfate, MgS04•7H20 
Ferric chloride, FeC1 3·6H20 
Manganous sulfate, MnS04•H2o 
Calcfum chloride, CaC1 2 
1 M phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.0 
Tap water 
Amount 
1000 mg/1 
500 mg/1 
100 mg/1 
0.5 mg/1 
10.0 mg/1 
7.5 mg/1 
10 ml/1 
100 ml/1 · 
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TABLE V 
COMPOSITION OF GROWTH MEDIUM PER 2000 mg/1 GLUCOSE 
Constituents 
Glucose 
Ammonium sulfate (NH4)2so4 
Magnesium sulfate~ MgS04•7H2o 
Ferric chloride, FeC1 3•6H2o 
Manganous sulfate~ MnS04·H2o 
Calcium chloride~ CaC1 2 
l M phosphate buffer solution, pH 7.0 
Tap water 
Amount 
2000 mg/1 
l 000 mg/1 
200 mg/1 
1 .O mg/1 
20.0 mg/l 
15.0mg/l 
20.0 ml/1 
200 ml/1 
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the reactor overflowed into the settling tank where the detention time 
was.16 hours., The quiescent conditions in the settling tank facili-. 
tated solid-liquid separa:tion. by gravity. Every 12 .hours, .the settled 
sludge was withdrawn from the bo:ttom of the clarifier. A concentrated 
sample of sludge was diluted to a .range in which .optical density was· 
directly proportion~l to concentra:tion in mg/1, .and the OD values ·were 
compared to the previously prepared standard. curve. This cu,rve was 
obtained by taking samples .of :various sol ids concentrations and measur ... 
ing the optical density in a ,Spectrophotometer. These. samples were 
analyzed for solids ,concentrat.ion · by membrane filter technique (52). 
The optical. density was plotted agains~ the suspended sol ids concentra-.: 
tion in mg/1. A typical plot :of this·type is shown in Figure 3~ As 
can be seen fro~ tM~ figut"e, the .spect.rophotometer reading is 1 inear .. 
and most reliable b~tween 120. and 250 mg/1 suspended solids concentra- ·. 
tfon.: This cu·rve was checked for its reliability at frequent intervals 
by repeating the above mentic;med procedure. · From the OD reading of the 
diluted sample, the approximate suspended solids concentration of. the. 
thickened sludge was calculated. The sludge was then further .c:liluted 
to obtain th.e desired XR concentriition.: A required volume of tMs · 
sludge was placed in the sludge,consistency ta~k,.from.where it was· 
pumped to aeration tank #1 · by a Sigmamotor 11 finger 1! pumpil Model T-8. 
. . . . . ' 
The contents·of·the ,sludge consi,stenc1 tank were aerated to keep them 
aerobic and mixed. The ratio of the recycle flow to the feed flow, a., 
was .. 0.25. The sludg,e that was lef~ after placing required amounts .in 
the. recycle tank, was. the excess sludge produced as a result of sub-
strate removal. The param~ters monitored during .the steady ~tate period . 
are the following: , 
Figure 3. Relationship Between Optical Density and Solids 
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l . Feed 
a) COD (daily) 
b) NH3-N (periodically) 
2. Effluent 
a) Filtrate 
l) COD (daily) 
2) NH3~N (periodically) 
3) N03-N (periodically) 
4) N02-N (periodically) 
5) Glucostat (periodically) 
b) Supernatant 
l) COD (daily) 
2) Suspended solids (daily) 
3) BOD (periodically) 
3. Aeration tank mixed liquor 
a) Biological solids (daily) 
b) Dissolved oxygen {daily) 
c) pH (daily) · 
4. Sludge Consistency Tank 
a) Suspended solids (daily) 
b) Filtrate COD (daily) 
c) Protein {periodic~lly) 
d) Carbohydrate {periodically) 
e) Oxygen uptake (periodically) 
During each steady statei continuous run$ cells from aeration tank 
#1 were employed as initial inoculum for batch experiments to determine 
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µmax~ K5 , and v8, using methodologies described previously (15)(24)(53). 
The medium used for batch growth experiments was.the same as that 
employed in continuous flow studies. The cells were grown in 250-ml 
Erlenmeyer fl asks with glucose concentrations ranging from l 00 to 1000 
+ . . 
' ' ' 
mg/1,as the limiting nutrient. All of the flasks received the same 
amount of initial inoculum from the continuous flow unit to bring the 
optical density to approximately 0.046 (percent transmission= 90 per 
cent). The total volume of sample per flask in these experiments was 
40 ml. These flasks were placed on an oscillating shaker (Eberbach), 
which was adjusted to give 100-110 oscillations/min. The growth curve; 
was obtained by measuring OD at frequent intervals. The initial and 
final suspended solids and substrate concentration were measured (52), 
which allowed determination of the batch cell yield, Y~ •. The µmax and 
Ks were calculated by plotting the data obtained from batch growth 
experiments. The plotting and calculation .technique will be given in 
the; resu 1 ts sect ion. 
At the end .of the steady state data collecting period on each. run,· 
the recycle was stopped and the system was run as a once ... through chemo-
stat to obtain the·yieldi Ye. During this ti~e, the solids and sub-
strate concentration in the reactor were monitored twice a day, when 
the new steady' state was reached._ 
At the end of two of the nine steady state runsi the system was 
subje6t~d to a three-fold increase in influent feed concentration~-frpm 
500 to 1500:;i and from 1ooo·to 3000 mg/l--to observe the response of the 
model to. shock loads. The· shock load was applied f()r 36 hours; then 
the.units were shut off •. During this.period~ samp'les wer.etaken at 
frequent intervals at key stations in the pilot plant to follow the 
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response of the system. The parameters monitored were the solids con-
centration in the aerp.tor, effluent solids 5 COD, and carbohydrate 
(anthrone) COD. The procedures adopted for these tests are referenced 
in the analytical procedures section of this chapter. 
For the studies employing pure cultures, a culture of Escherichia 
intermedia was isolated from municipal sewage. This culture was iden-
tified by extensive microbiological tests (54). A once-through chemo-
stat was employed for this investigation 9 since recycling of cells would 
not be feasible without possible contamination if simple laboratory 
procedures were used. The experimental setup was as shown in Figure 4. 
The volume of the chemostat was one liter. The termperature of the 
chemostat contents was kept at 3o0c by a constant waterbath. The com-
position of the medium used for growing cells is given in Table VI.· 
Glucose was the limiting carbon and energy source. As can be noted~ 
the composition shown in Table VI is essentially the same as that in 
Table IV~ except for the yeast extract. Each component of the medium 
was dissolved in a portion of water and autoclaved separately •. The 
solutions were mixed aseptically after cooling. 
The culture isolated from sewage was grown in a shaker in a flask 
containing the growth medium. The resulting suspension was then trans-
ferred to the chemostat filled with the same medium, and aerated over 
night. The unit was turned to continuous flow operation after some 
growth was observed. Experiments were conducted at diluti.on rates of 
0.17 hr-l and 0.042 hr~1 (d.tention times six and 24 hour~). Samples 
of the effluent from the chemostat were analyzed for cell concentration . 
and substrate fo the filtrate (52). The cell yield was cakul ated from 
these data. During operation at each d11tition rat~, small amounts of 
Figure 4~ Once-through Chempstat Employed in Pure Culture 
Stl!dies , · 
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AIR 
PUMP EFFLUENT 
CHEMOSTAT 
FEED 
TABLE VI·· 
COMPOSITION OF GROWTH MEDIUM. PER 1000 mg/1 GLUCOSE 
EMPLOYED IN PURE CULTURE STUDIES 
Constituents, 
Glucose 
Am(llonium sulfat,e (NH4)~s_o4 
Mag:nesi.um sulfate; M~so4·7H20 
Ferric ·chloride, FeC1 3•6H2o 
Manganous sulfate, Mnso4~H20 
Calcium chloride,. CaG12. 
l M phosprate buffer, pH 7.0 
Tap water· 
I 
Yeast extract 
Amount 
l 000 mg/1 
500 mg/1 · 
l 00 rng/1 . 
0.5 mg/1 
10.0 mg/1 
7 .5 mg/1 
l O ml /1 
100 ml/1 
1 mg/1 
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chemostat effluent were employed as inocula for batch growth studies •. 
Contamination of the chemostat content was checked by frequent micro-
scopic examination of wet mounts and plattng the culture on EMB and 
nutrient agar. When contamination occurred, the unit was shut down, 
cleaned, sterilized, and re-i.noculat~d with pt1re stock culture. 
Analytical Procedures 
1. Chemical Oxygen Demand 
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The COD test was performed to measure the total organic concentra-
tion in various samples. The procedure adopted was as described in 
Standard Methods {52). snver sulfate and mercur:ic sulfate were used 
for all COD determinations.· 
2 •• ~uspended Sol ids Concentration 
This test was performed to measure the cell concentration in var-
ious samples. The pore size of the filters was 0~45 11m (Millipore 
Filter Corp., Bedford, Mass.). Samples with high cell concentration 
' ' 1 • 
were first centrifuged and then filtered for more rapid .determina~ions~ 
The general procedure was as given .in Standard Methods (52). 
3. Nitrogen. 
Ammonia nitrogen, NH3~N, concentration in the influent .and efflu-
ent wa~ determined by a method developed by Ni ssi and described by. Ecker .. 
and Lockhart {55). Nitrite and nitrate-nitrogen determinations were in 
accordance with .standard Methods (52). 
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4. Biochemical Oxygen Demand 
The azide modifi~ation of the Winkle.r Me\thod (52) was employed .for 
periodic d~termination pf BOD of the effluent supernatant from the 
pilot pla11t. 
5. Protein and Carbohydrate 
Periodic an.alyses of sludge for .prqtein and carbohydrate content were 
perfor:med, as outlined by, Gaudy (56). 
6. Glucostat · 
Spot checks for gl uc~s.e concentrat.ion . in the. effluent fi 1 trate were 
made using .reagents manufactured ,by Worthington Biochemical Corporation,. 
adopting the procedures described by Ramariathan, Ga~dy; and Cook (57). 
. 7 •. Oxygen. Upta.ke 
The .oxygen uptake rate of the sludge from the. recycle.tank was 
measured at reg~lar .intervals during conti~.uous runs usil'J.g the Warburg 
apparatus by employing the methqq outlined in "Manometric Techniques''.· 
by Umbreit,. et al. (58). 
In addition t~ the~b6ve mentioned analyses~ regular micros~opic 
examinations. of the reactor mi x~d l i quor .. and effluent were p~rf ormed 
to follow changes in predominance and morphological form of microbes. 
Diss<l>;lved oxygen concentra~ion .was meas4red using a Weston & Stack 
oxygen analyzer; . the · pH was ,,measured .. by a Be.ckman Expandomat i c SS-2 · 
. .. . ., . 
pH meter. ·· 
CHAPTER V 
RESULTS. 
In orger.to evaluate the operatiqnal stabilit.Y, of the model, th.e_ 
~---- . . . 
pilot ,plant was.operated with diff~ren~ influent substrate loadings; 
- ' 
Sp __ :at va~i_ous recycle solids .concentrations, XR. -~e Sf 1~~~-~gs 
employed were 500, 1000, .and 2000 mg/1 of glucose, and the values. of 
XR employed were 5000, l0,000, and 15,000 mg/1. The st~ady state data 
obtained. during the continuous flow run with 500 mg/1 glucose a.s feed 
and 15,000 mg/1 XR are given in Table VII. The mlrin .parameters indi~ 
eating the performance cnciracteristics are plotted in Figure. 5 for this .. 
run •. Also .shown are the relatively few. determir;iations of BOD5 on clar-. 
ifier supernatant, and protein an,d carbohydrate content of th.e slL!dge. 
. . 
The _COD of the _infl~_ent -ranged from 490. to 540 mg/1 wit.h an .average of 
520 mg/1. The .effluent chara~teristi.cs as measured_ by filtrate COD, Se» 
was excellent; .the mean Se was.20 mg/1 prqviding 96_ percent removal of 
the subst.rat~. The suspended sol.ids .concentration in th,e effluent in. 
- this ,steady state run wa~ high~rthan for other runs, ,and this re_sulted 
in lower pro_cess effici-ency on. the basis of total COD i'1 the effluent. 
However, the BOD5 of-the effluent, ·i.e., th.e parameter used most often. 
by sanitary engineers tQ express ,the effluent qua 11 ty, was low--8. O 
mg/1. The range of vafoes for ·filtrate COD, ·Se''. y,,as, 5 mg/1 to 30. mg/1.,. 
Whi 1 e Xe varied between 10 and 80 mg/1,. , In genera 1, _ the .sy~tem pro- -
' 
vided very satisfactory treatment ar;id ·delivered effluent of high 
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TABLE VII 
STEADY STATE DATA ATS.:: 500 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 15,000 mg/1 l . 
X XR X X S st SR BOD5 Glucostat Protein Carbo. Endog. NH3-N NH3-N 
e w e 02 Uptake Feed Eff. Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/day mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % mg/gm mg/1 mg/1 
l 2910 15510 73 890 15 90 15 
2 3036 15370 48 915 15 50 10 45 20 7 55 40 
3 3134 
4 2920 
5 3052 
6 3004 
7 2984 
8 2902 
9 3112 
10 3140 
11 3082 
12 2988 
13 3188 
14 3216 
15 3095 
16 2996 
17 3124 
18 3100 
19 3215 
20 3090 
21 3045 
22 3105 
23 3205 
24 3150 
25 3060 
26 3180 
27 2990 
28 3070 
29 3110 
30 3180 
14140 
14580 
15380 
14960 
15600 
14080 
14970 
14260 
14800 
15080 
14760 
14860 
14850 
45 
15070 
14200 
14700 
15050 
14170 
14200 
14950 
15200 
14950 
14800 
15100 
14700 
14890 
14800 
60.0 920 
78 870 
82 940 
40 900 
40 915 
20 855 
62 940 
67 890 
44 910 
40. 920 
80 910 
10 900 
65 920 
910 30 
45 900 
25 840 
35 890 
40 920 
45 940 
32 950 
30 940 
25 950 
28 950 
15 890 
18 915 
22 990 
20 920 
25 915 
25 80 5 
25 90 0 
30 95 15 
25 65 10 
15 55 5 
l O 35 25 
5 65 15 
15 80 10 
20 65 25 
25 65 15 
30 90 0 
25 35 15 
25 75 0 
65 15 
35 80 20 
30 65 10 
20 · 60 5 
25 65 10 
15 70 0 
15 65 15 
10 45 5 
20 50 10 
20 55 15 
15 45 0 
20 40 10 
20 45 5 
15 40 10 
15 40 15 
10 3 
5 
7 o· 
9 
10 2 
15 3 
2 
5 5 
10 
5 
50 19 8 53 40 
40 18 6 50 35 
52 21 5 54 41 
45 17 4 55 44 
48 19 6 58 46 
51 21 5 55 40 
u, 
O'\ 
Figur~ 5. Operational Characteristics of ~n Activated Sludge 
Process With ~ohstant XR of-15,000 mg/1 at an Si_ 
of 5~0 m9/l 
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quality •. The biological solids concentration in the aerator varied 
between 2900 and 3200 mg/1, with a mean of 3082 mg/1 •. However, from 
Figure 5 it can be seen that the system was rather steady with respect 
to X. The XR values ranged from 14,080 to 15ii>600 mg/1, and the average 
was 14,810 mg/1. The COD v~lues for recycle sludge filtrateii> SRI) indi= 
cate very little substrate was being returned to the aerator with 
recycle sludge, justifying the basic assumption made in the derivation. 
of steady state equations. Determination for protein and carbohydrate 
content of the sludge indicated values in the expected range, i.e.!) 
protein, 47 percent, and carqohydrate, 20 percent. The bottom graph in· 
Figure 5 shows the daily production of ~xcess sludge. The values varied 
between 870 and 990 mg/day; itis seen that U remained relatively steady., 
The growth curves obtained from batch experiments conducted during 
this continuous flow run are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. The plots 
shown at the top of these figures are the semilogarithmic plot of the 
optical density vs time during the growth period. For clarity sake!) in 
all of the batch growth plots, the experimental points are shown as 
dots. In most of the growth experiments, more frequent optical density 
reading~ than those shown in the figure were taken. The initial sub-
strate concentration, S0 , of each flask is shown on the curves. Jt can 
be clearly seen that exponential growth existed even at S0 as low as 
125 mg/1 of 9lucose. 
In the bottom portion of the figure, the points shown are the 
experimentally observed values ofµ at various S0 values. The curve 
drawn is a plot :calculated using the equation 
Figure 6. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate 
Concentrations and Relationship Betweenµ and 
S0 for Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge 
Pilot Plant Operating at an S; of 500 mg/1 and 
XR of 15,000 mg/1 •. Experiment No. 1 
The µmax and K5 values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.35 hr-1 and 150 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 7. Batch Growth Curvbs at Various Initial Substrate 
Concentrations .and Relationship Jletween µ and 
S0 for Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge 
Pilot Plant Operating at an s1 ~f 500 mg/1 and 
XR of 15,000 mg/1 •. Experiment No. 2 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.31 hr-1 and 155 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 8. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate 
Conc~ntrations and Relationshi_p Betweenµ and 
S0 for Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge 
:P1lot Plant Operating at an s1 of 500-mg/1 and 
XR of 15,000 mg/1~ Experiment No. 3 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.34 hr-1 ·and 140 mg/1, respectively 
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with values for µmax and Ks obtained from the double reciprocal plot of 
l/S0 vs l/µ as shown in Figure 9. It is seen that the observed values 
compare favorably with calculated values of µ by employing S0 in the. 
Monad equation. The values of µmax and Ks were determined by plotting 
1/S0 vs 1/µ~ and employing the equation 
Ks 1. 1 1/µ = --. - + :--
µmax So µmax 
An example plot is shown in Figure 9. The maximum specific growth ratei 
iimaxii observed in these experiments ranged between 0.31 and 0.35 hr=lii 
and Ks varied between 110 and 150 mg/1. 
The data obtained. by operating the unit as. a once-through system 
subsequent to stopping the recycle of sludge are shown in Figure 10. 
The dotted line portion of the solids curve indicates the transient 
state when solids wer~ being dilute4 out.of the aerator. After this. 
period, a new steady state in biological solids concentrations was 
reached at approximately 150 mg/1. In order to determine a cell yield 
value during this period of operation as a once-through process~ the 
substrate concentration~ Se' was also measured; it is shown at the 
bottom portion of Figure 10 •. An important observation on cell yield 
values from batch and cqntinuous flow experiments will be discussed in 
a later section of this report. It is seen after about 70 hours of 
operation, the solids concentration in 'the aerator started increasing 
ar:id reached a higher .level and remained steady at that level for about 
40 hours. when the experiment was terminated. 
Another S1 loading employed at the same XR {15,000 mg/1) as the 
previous run was 1000 mg/1 of glucose in the feed. The .data obtained 
Figure 9. Reciprq,cal Pl Qt ofµ versus S0 to Determine J..imax 
and K5 Fro111 Batch Growth Curve~ . 
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Figure 10. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of . 
500 mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of 
Sludge of 15,000 mg/1 XR 
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7l 
during this run are shown in Tab.le VIII-. . The pe~for;mance characteris- · 
ti~s during .the steady state period are plot~ed in Figure 11. · Effluent 
characteristics were monitor~d in terms of clarifier effluent COD, St~ 
filtrate COD, Se, and supernatant solids concentration, Xe. Alsos spot 
checks were made for 5...;day BOD. on the effluent of the clarifier super-· 
natant, St, and amount of glucose {glucostat determination} left 
untreated in the filtered effluent. The biochemical efficiency based on 
the average feed COD of 1060 mg/1 and effluent filtrate COD of 48 mg/1 
was,.95 percent.• The BOD5 of the clarifier ov.erflow ranged between 15 
and 35 mg/1.. However, the glµcostat test -indic'ated very little of the 
original substrate, glucose, was left in th1e effluent; the maximum 
amount of glucose found was\10 mg/1 with an average of 5~5 mg/1. The. 
· biolqgical solids conc~ntration in the aerator was higher than the pre-
vious run, since s1 was doubled. The av~rage biological .solids concen-
tration was 3362 mg/1 for this loading compared to 3082 for th~ previou~ 
run. The· system exh.ibited a high degree of steadiness ·with respect to 
, • I ' 
aerator sol ids concentration as well .as effluent characteri sties. - The 
recycle sol ids conc~ntration, .XR, was control led within -1000 mg/1 of 
the desired 1'5,000 mg/1. It is interesting to note that the COD of 
recycle sludge filtrate was only 11 mg/1 compared to the effluent fil~ 
tr-ate COD of 48 mg/1., This result provides .evidence tnat·the residual 
. COD in the effluent was further rem.oved in the. sludge consi~tency tank. 
Th~ exc.ess sludge prqduction during this run was more than twice that 
of the previous run.·. The average amount. of excess sludge produced was 
; 
2284 mg/day compared to 914 mg/day in the. previo~s. run. The reason for 
this result will be di~cussed later •. 
The batch growth curves and the hypervol ic _plot, i.i vs S0 , - are 
TABLE VIII 
STEADY STATE DATA AT Si= 1000 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 15~000 mg/1 
X 
Days mg/1 
3480 
2 3288 
3 3340 
4 3356 
3368 
6 3220 
XR 
mg/1 
Xe Xw 
mg/1 mg/day 
15550 47.5 2380 
16000 52.5 2220 
15130· 47.5 2310 
14950 40.0 2300 
15860 62.5 2270 
15530 35.0 2280 
7 3352 14960 30.0 2200 
8 3316 14680 37.5 2400 
9 3408 
l O 3220 
11 3438 
12 3490 
13 3360 
15170 65.0 2280 
14990 50,0 2250 
14740 35.0 2290 
15100 30,0 2320 
15010 62,5 2300 
14 3420 14300 50.0 2280 
15 3390 15560 8500· 2210 
16 3300 
17 3410 
18 3410 
19 3390 
20 3290 
21 3370 
22 3380 
16000 
15770 
15360 
15400 
60,0 2240 
22,5 2270 
27.5 2280 
35.0 2290 
15600 35,0 2250 
15100 40,0 22,80 
15200 30,0 2320 
23 3365 15400 25.0 2340 
24 3390 15500 35,0 2270 
25 3340 15700 27.0 2280 
26 3310 15400 30.0 2295 
27 3345 15300 15,0 2210 
28 3400 
29 3350 
30 3365 
15200 
15000 
15600 
35,0 2310 
25,0 2320 
27,5 2270 
S St SR B005 Glucostat Protein Carbo. Endog. NH3-N NH3-N 
e 1 ~ 02 Uptake Feed Eff, mg/1 mg/ mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % ~. mg/gm mg/1 mg/1 
65 110 25 
65 100 15 
25 
70 .95 10 
40 · 90 20 20 
45 110 25 
35 75 35 
45 
50 
40 
40 
35 
40 
45 
85 30 
95 15 25 
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50 110 15 
55 120 20 
60 
55 
45 
45 
50 
55 
55 
60 
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40 
35 
40 
40 
40 
64 
110 
85 
75 
80 
20 
15 
10 
5 
95 10 
35 
100 15 30 
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95 25 
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80 25 30 
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75 
75 
80 
10 
5 
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10 
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20 10 104 74 
110 75 
30 12 
107 75 
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105 80 
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Figure llo Operational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 15,000 mg/1 at an s1 
of 1000 mg/1 \ 
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shown in Figures 12, 13, and 14. The µmax values obtained from three 
individual growth studies were essentially the same, i.e., 0.51, 0.50, 
and 0.49 hr-1, and the Ks values wer~ 110, 95, and 140 mg/1. While Ks 
was in the same range as the last run~ µmax was higher than the mean 
µmax previously observed. 
The once-through chemostat data are shown in Figure 15, where 
aerator solids and filtrate COD are plot_ted after the transient stage 
following cessation of cell recycle. Again, it is noted that there 
was, after attainment of an apparent steady state, a gradual increase 
in solids concentration after approximately 90 hours •. The system 
appeared to attain a new steady state at a higher level of biological 
solids. A similar observation was made in the last run. 
Another recycle solids concentration, XR' at .which the steadiness 
of the model was tested during this investigation, was 10,000 mg/li 
which is close to the values observed in the field. In Table IX, the 
performance characteristics of the pilot plant with an s1 loading which 
ranged from 960 to 1040 mg/1 of COD with an average recycle solids con-· 
centration of 9655 mg/1 are shown. The steadiness of the operational 
model is exhibited by the effluent characteristics, as well as by the 
biological solids concentration, X, as shown in Figure 16. The efflu-
ent filtrate COD varied from 5 to 50 mg/1, while the 5-day BOD samples· 
indicate lower values. The extremely low values of SR' in addition to 
substantiating the justification for assuming SR= 0 in the equation~ 
attest to the fact that the residual COD in the effluent is subject to 
further removal by the biomass. The average X value for th1s steady 
state run was 2275 mg/1. Thus, the effect of XR on X can be readily 
seen by comparing the steady state values of the aerator solids 
Figure 12. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Sub~trate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvesteq From the Activated Sludge Pilot. 
PlaQt Operating at an S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
15,000 mg/1. Experiment No. l 
The,µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.51 hr-1 and 110 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure .13. B&tch Grow~h·Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con~ 
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 .for 
Cells Harvested from the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
15~000 mg/1. Experiment No. 2 
The µmax and Ks values obta. ined from.plot of 1/µo_ 
vs 1/S0 are 0.50 hr-1 and 95 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 14. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con= 
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and So for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
15,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 3 · 
The Pm. ax and K5 values obtained from plot of 1/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are 0,49 hr-1 and 140 mg/1, respectively 
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Figur~ 15. Performance of Once-through Sy~tems at an S; .of 1000· 
JTlg/1 .Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 1s.ooo mg/1 xR 
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TABLE IX 
STEADY STATE DATA AT Si = 1000 mg/1 GLUCOS~, XR = 10,000 mg/1 
X XR Xe xw Se 5t SR Protein Carbo. 8005 NHfN F ed NH3•N Eff. 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg~ mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 
2380 10000 40 2840 20 60 10 
2 2280 10900 35 2550 50 75 5 
3 2320 9800 27 2400 70 90 15 
4 2260 10200 65 2650 25 80 8 
5 2280 9840 70 2300 50 78 10 11 
6 2300 9960 83 2400 45 95 12 
2280 9900 33 2450 40 80 5 
8 2260 9500 25 2950 10 55 5 
9 2265 9200 40 2550 25 55 6 
10 2150 10300 20 2400 30 60 15 
11 2350 9900 61 2200 50 95 8 6 110 70 
12 2310 9850 37 3000 45 80 12 55 38 
13 2320 9200 23 2900 60 90 2 
14 2250 9800 53 2450 50 80 10 
15 2270 9700 32 2700 60 70 10 
16 2280 9800 75 3050 10 110 5 116 80 
17 2210 9900 33 2350 30 60 10 6 
18 2200 9500 10 3000 20 90 20 
19 2140 10200 60 2500 . 10 80 20 6 
20 2300 9150 15 2650 10 75 10 
21 2200 10300 25 2470 25 80 5 
22 2310 9800 55 2350 20 75 15 
23 2320 10320 50 2450 30 45 7 102 60 
24 2275 9800 15 2600 10 72 18 
25 2140 9700 5 2900 20 40 8 52 39 
26 i32Q 10200 15 7700 15 60 6 9 
27 2310 !lSO'l 25 2550 30 65 10 
28 2260 9600 55 2600 40 75 3 
29 2280 9900 20 2900 10 90 10 
30 2240 9700 50 2450 5 25 12 
00 
~ 
Figure 16. Operational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 10,000 mg/1 at an s1 
of 1000 mg/1 
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concentration at Si of 1000 at 15,000 and 10,000 mg/1 XR values. They 
were 3362 and 2275 mg/1, respectively. It is evident, .therefore~ that 
X is controlled mainly by XR which, in turn, is a controllable para= 
meter in this model. It is seen that the average XR in this run was 
lower than the desired value of 10,000 mg/1. It is recalled that 
aerator #2 (the sludge con~istency tank) was loaded with approximately 
10,000 mg/1 return sludge each twelve hours. Thus, it might be reasoned 
that portion of the biomass being pumped to aerator #1 could have under= 
gone some amount of aerobic digestion during the 12-hour period. For 
this reason, biological solids concentration in aerator #2 was measured 
at the beginning and end of each 12-hour period (and often at more fre-
quent intervals). Only during this run at s1 = 1000 mg/1 was there any 
evidence for an autodigestive decrease in biological solids concentra-
tion. The average beginning concentration was 9840 mg/1, and the aver-
age ending concentration was 9470 mg/1. Thus, during this run~. 
approximately 370 mg/1, on the average, was autodigested in aeni.tor #2 
during each charging period. The mean value for XR calculated as the 
average of these values was 9655 mg/1. The excess sludge production in 
this case was 2600 mg/day on the average, and was relatively steady 
throughout the run~ 
Figures 17, 18, 19, and 20 show the batch growth pattern and 
relationship betweenµ and S0 , determined from the shaker experimet1ts. 
( -1 ) The µmax values varied over a wide range 0.25 to 0.83 hr • As the 
curvatures of the hyperbolic curves .indicate, the Ks values were also 
higher than those usually observed, though they were not abnormally 
high. Figure 21 shows the once-through continuous flow steady state 
characteristics, with a transient period between recycle and 
Figure 17. 
I 
Batch GrowtH Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centratiohs and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Op~rating at ~n S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 1 
The llmax and Ks values obtained from plot of 1./µ 0 
vs 1/s0 are 0.25 hr-1 and 205 mg/1, respectively . 
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Figure 18. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
ceritrations and Relationship Betweenµ and So for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated: Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S1 of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 2 
The µwax and Ks .values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are 0.48 hr-1 and 226 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 19. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S1 of 1000 mg/1 and X~ of 
10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 3 
Theµ and Ks valuys obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~~xare 0.83 hr-· and 175 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 20. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pi I ot . 
Plant Operating at an s1 of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 4 
The JJmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are 0:63 hr-1 and 438 mg/1~ respectively 
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Figure 21. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 1000 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 10,000 mg/1 XR 
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once-through operation, indicated by dotted lines. Unlike the previous 
two runs, there was no 11 second 11 rise in solids by the time the run was 
terminated at 70 hours after cessation of the recycle. 
The next two continuous culture runs were made at an XR of 5000 
mg/1 (see Tables X and XI). The Si loadings were 500 and 1000 mg/1 
glucose. The steady state plots are shown in Figures 22 and 23. The 
average feed CODs were 519 and 1030 mg/1 for these two runs. Throughout 
both runs, the effluent quality was excellent, yielding better than 94 
percent efficiency based on supernatant COD and 98 percent based on fil-
trate COD. The mean effluent solids concentration of the run at lower 
loading was 15 mg/1, and at the higher loading it was 21 mg/1. Some 
samples recorded zero glucose in the effluent. The biological solids 
concentration varied over a very narrow range during both runs. The 
reason may have been due in part because of better estimation of XR by 
the spectrophotometric method at the lower XR level. It is conceivable 
that more _g.ccuracy in solids estimation is possible at lower XR values, 
such as 5000 mg/1, where the amount of dilution needed to reach the 
linear range of the calibration curve of OD vs solids is less compared 
to an XR of 15j000 mg/1. For these two runs, the difference between 
the high and low values of XR was only 700 mg/1, with averages of 4965 
and 4960 mg/1 for the low and high loading runs, respectively. Flue= 
tuations in X were minimal during both runs. Again, the influence of 
s1 on X was noted in these runs. The average biological solids concen-
trations were 1173 and 1405 mg/1 at s11s of 500 and 1000 mg/1, respect-
ively, at the same XR of 5000 mg/1. The filtrate COD of the recycle 
sludge was very low and in some cases zero COD was recorded. The 
amounts of excess sludge produced were 1303 mg/day for the 500 mg/1 
TABLE X 
STEADY STATE DATA AT Si = 500 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 5000 mg/1 
X XR Xe \ Se st SR BOD5 Glucostat Protein Carbo. Endog. NH3-N NHfN 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/day mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % 02 Uptake Feed E f. 
m2/2m m2/l mg/1 
}194 5000 18 1210 0 20 10 
2 1150 5000 15 1320 20 20 20 9.9 55 35 
1220 4850 22 1295 5 40 5 10.0 4.0 55 24.6 
4 1206 5000 18 5000 0 20 0 
5 1160 4900 18 1340 0 25 0 6.B 53 36 
6 1208 5000 22 1305 40 60 5 5.0 o.o 56 20.0 
7 1130 5000 20 .1260 10 30 0 
8 1290 5000 15 1200 0 20 10 
9 1115 4620 12 1290 10 35 0 4.6 56 36 
10 1200 5080 10 1305 10 30 10 5.0 2.0 57 18.0 
11 1000 4980 20 1365 0 25 10 
12 1144 5080 25 1390 10 25 5 2.0 52 25.0 10.7 60 34 
13 1216 5000 30 1300 40 65 0 
14 1148 5010 JU 1310 10 25 0 
15 1128 5080 18 1300 15 35 10 
16 1154 5230 20 1295 20 50 15 0.0 
17 1210 5020 1D 1245 10 30 10 7.5 50 19.0 9.5 49 32 
18 ll 60 4620 16 1290 5 25 7.5 0.5 
19 1175 5080 12 1345 10 25 0 10.0 48 22.0 
20 1105 4710 10 1360 10 20 10.0 10.5 51 34 
21 1150 5080 15 1380 20 35 5.0 
22 1185 4650 12 1290 10 25 5.0 
23 1200 5270 15 1240 15 35 o.o 2.0 7.5 53 32 
24 1165 5000 5 1295 10 20 o.o 10.5 
25 1175 5100 8 1340 15 25 7.5 3.0 57 23.0 
26 1170 4900 10 1305 10 25 o.o 10.0 50 30.5 
27 1200 4850 15 1300 15 40 15.0 15.0 
28 1210 5050 20 1340 ](/ 40 25.0 s.o 
29 117'1 4910 5 1260 10 10 o.o 
30 1170 4850 10 1250 10 20 10.0 
l,O 
l,O 
TABLE XI 
STEADY STATE DATA ATS. 
1 = 1000 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR::: 5000 mg/1 
X Xe XR xw Se st SR BOD5 Glucostat Protein Carbo. Endog. NH3-N NH3-N 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/day mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % 02 Uptake Feed Eff. 
mg/gm mg/1 mg/1 
1472 27 5000 2940 30 65 20 
2 1448 10 4910 2900 30 45 10 4 15 105 65 
3 1330 27 5000 3060 0 45 5 15 55 18 
5 1372 27 4850 3090 80 100 10 20 4 57 20 12 103 60 
6 1400 35 500 2960 30 65 25 
7 1388 20 4970 3060 20 55 10 
8 1360 20 4670 3120 10 40 15 
9 1400 35 5020 3070 30 70 10 15 
10 1390 20 4710 3010 50 75 15 51 21 11 110 66 
11 1428 40 4910 2940 10 65 25 18 2 
12 1470 37 4850 3150 60 100 15 52 19 
13 1440 25 5040 3040 20 50 20 14 90 56 
14 1460 20 5020 3050 10 40 15 
15 1416 20 4800 3100 30 60 10 5 
16 1404 5 4870 3120 50 55 15 49 17 
17 1350 40 4770 2940 15 60 0 5 15 102 50 
18 1430 15 5350 3160 10 40 25 4 55 21 
19 1396 5180 3060 20 50 35 15 
20 1390 25 5100 3075 25 55 10 
21 1410 27 4900 3060 10 45 15 15 100 62 
22 1390 10 5150 3100 30 50 10 
23 1360 7 5050 2890 15 30 15 3 57 20 
24 . 1380 10 5000 3200 10 20 10 10 13 110 65 
25 1410 15 5100 3060 15 20 10 7 
26 1400 17 4900 3040 5 30 10 10 
27 1440 8 4970 3075 20 30 20 15 105 58 
28 1395 15 5050 3025 25 45 15 
29 1450 20 4700 3000 30 55 7.5 17 
30 1400 15 4910 3090 30 50 20 
_, 
0 
0 
Figure 22. Operationil Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 5000 mg/1 at an Si of 
500 mg/1 
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feeding level, and 3050 mg/day at an Si of 1000 mg/1. 
The batch growth plots.obtained during the run at 500 mg/1 glucose 
and an XR of 5000 mg/1 are shown in Figures 24, 25, 26, and 27. The, 
µmax varied from 0.35 to 0.50, while Ks ranged from 218 to 386 mg/1, 
with an average of 295 mg/1. From Figures .. 28, 29, 30, and 31 it is 
· seen that the µmax did not vary as much for the run at -the higher load- .. 
ing while Ks was still fairly-high. Figures,32 and 33 are the plots of 
the once-through data at an s1 of 500 and 1000 mg/lJ respectiv~ly, after 
recycle was stopped. 
The results of the shock load experiments are shown in Figures 34 
and 35. The Si was increased from 519 to 1640 mg/1. (approximately 3.2~ 
fold} in one case. (Figure 34),·. and'.from 1030 to.36PO mg/1 (approximateJy 
3.5-fold} in t~e other experiment {Figure 35}. The XR values-for the 
two runs were 4600 and 5085 mg/1, respectively. The parameters moni-
tored were the biological solids concentration in the aerator, X, 
effluent filtrate a~d supernatant COD, carbohydrate (anthrone_COD} of 
effluent filtrate, and solids concentration in the cl~rifier overflow. 
At the lower loc1,ding, the solids concentration in the aerator, X, · 
increased sharply from approximately 1170 to 1700 mg/1 in about nine, 
hours,._ and. stayed fairly steady at the new value until the exper1ment. 
was terminated. The effluent characteristics measured by the COD and 
solids do not indicate any leakage of substrate from the unit. The bio-
chemical efficiency and settling chp.racteristi,cs of the sludge were not 
affected to any extent. The anthrone COD values of effluent filtrate 
(not shown) were lower than the total COD in th,e effluen,t. 
In the case of the higher loadihg, the solids ~onc~ntration in the 
reactor, X, was 1540 mg/1 at the time shock was. applied •. The time taken 
Figure 24. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate.Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s0 for 
Gel 1 s Harvested From the Activat.ed Sludge Pi I ot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 500 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 1 
The µmax and K5 values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.42 hr~l and 200 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 25. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations. and Relationship Between µ and So for 
Cells Harvested From t~e Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an Si of 500 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 2 
The µmax and Ks .values obtained from plot qf 1/µ 
vs 1/~0 are O.bO hr-1 and 590 mg/1, respectively0 
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Figure.26. Batch Growth Curves,at Various Initial Substrat~ Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S9 for 
Cell~ Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an Si of 500 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 3 
The µmax and Ks valUffS obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are ·0.35 hr- and 218 mg/1, .respectively 
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Figure 27. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pi lot 
Plant Operating at an s1 of 500 mg/1 and XR of 5000 mg/1 •. Experiment No. 4 
The µmax and Ks. valuys obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.38 hr- and 386 mg/1, respectiveJy 
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Figure 28. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an s1 of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 5000 mg/1. , Experiment NO. 1 
The µmax and Ks values obtained fr.om ,pl at of l/µ-0 
vs 1/!>0 are 0.30 hr-land 315 mg/1,.respectively 
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Figure 29. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilqt 
Plant Operating at an Si of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 2· 
The µmax and Ks Vµlues obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/S are 30 hr-1 and 230 mg/ll respectively 0 . 
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Figure 30. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and So for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 3 
The µmax and Ks va~ues obtained from plot of 1/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 30 nr- and 105 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 31. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 1000 mg/1 and XR of 
5000 mg/1. Experiment No. 4 
The µma . and Ks values. o.btained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/s xare 0.42 hr~I and 313 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 32. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 500 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 5000 mg/1 XR 
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Figure 33. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 1000 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 5000 mg/1 XR 
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Figure 34 •. Response of Completely Mixed Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an X of 5000 mg/1 ~nd an Si · 
of 500 mg/1 Glucose to § Three-fold Increase in s1 (from 519 to 1640 mg/1 COD) · 
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Figure 35 •. Response of Completely Mixed Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an XR of 5000 mg/1 and an Si 
of 1000 mg/1 Glucose to a Three-fold Increase in 
s1 (from 1030 to 3600 mg/1 COD) 
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for reaching the new steady state value in X was about 16 hours. It is 
noted from Figure 35 that the effluent quality did not ct,ange until 
\ 
twelve hours after shock was applied. The effluent COD and solids 
increased steadily thereafter. The solids in the effluent reached 75 
mg/1, Se was 230 mg/1, and the system appeared to be continuing to 
deteriorate at the time the experiment was terminated. 
Four runs were made to evaluate the reproducibility of the model. 
In all of these four runs, the XR was the same, i.e.i 10,000 mg/1. In 
order to study the reproducibility at low and high loadings, two of 
these four runs were made at a 500-mg/1 loading, and the other two runs 
were performed at 2000 mg/1. One of the two runs at each loading was 
twenty days 1 ong, and the other, ten days. The only difference \between 
the. two runs was that the sludge consisted of heterogeneous populations 
developed from different initial inocula from the sewage treatment 
plant. For convenience of presentation, the 20-day and 10-day runs at 
500 mg/1 loadings are designated A and B, ~espectively, and the 20- and 
10-day runs at 2000 mg/1 loadings are designated C and D, respectively. 
The steady state data for runs A and Bare shown in Tables XII and XIII 
and plotted in Figures 36 and 37. Similarly, Table XIV, Figure 38, and 
Table XV and Figure 39 correspond to runs C and D, respectively. 
The mean feed COD values for runs A and B were 504 and 506 mg/1, 
respectively, and for runs C and D, they were 2010 and 2090 mg/1, 
respectively. Effluent characteristics, shown in the top part of the 
graph, were measured by filtrate COD of the effluent, suspended solids 
concentration, total COD in the clarifier effluent, and a few 5-day BOD 
samples. Even the most conservative measure of efficiency, ,i.e., super-
natant COD, indicated average values of 91 and 94 percent at the 
TABLE XII 
STEADY STATE DATA AT 5; = 500 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 10,000 mg/1 (20-day run) 
X XR Xe xw. , Se st SR Protein Carbo. 8005 NHfN F ed NHrN E f. 
Days mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/d mg/1 mg/l mg/1 % % mg/1 mg/l mg/1 
2140 9800 30 11 OD 80 60 20 10.5 52 39 
2 2200 l 0090 15 990 20 30 10 45 27 
3 2160 9800 0 1000 30 35 15 5.5 41 27 
4 2140 9700 10 980 40 55 15 47 25 
5. 2110 10650 35 1080 50 55 10 
6 2210 10700 0 1200 30 50 10 36,5 31 10.5 48 36 
7 2110 9700 35 1050 0 20 10 
8 2180 l 0100 15 900 10 20 15 
9 2140 10080 35 950 20 50 5 46,5 45 31 
10 2130 10010 40 1040 40 65 10 
11 2165 9100 20 950 40 55 10 15.5 58 41 
12 2180 9500 30 890 50 70 10 47 ,5 31 
13 2130 9700 18 940 30 45 5 10.5 43 28 
14 2135 10080 40 1020 20 65 10 
15 2005 10100 45 1200 40 70 5 
16 2250 10500 30 1000 15 25 0 15.5 51 36 
17 2120 9900 25 900 20 40 10 
18 2130 9800 30 1000 35 30 5 52.5 27 
19 2140 9990 40 1020 15 30 10 10.5 49 33 
20 2190 10200 15 1100 20 20 0 
..... 
w 
..... 
TABLE XIII 
STEADY STATE DATA AT Si = 500 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 10,000 mg/1 (10-day run) 
X Xe XR X . w Se st SR 8005 Protein Carbo. 
NH3-N 
· Feed 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/day mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % mg/1 
2120 10 10000 1010 10 30 10 50 32 50 
2 2210 10 9900 · 1000 15 25 5 55 
3 2080 25 9875 980 5 25 0 10 47.5 30 
4 2135 30 10200 1210 10 40 5 49 
5 2100 10 9900 1070 15 20 10 52.5 32 46 
6 2160 0 10150 1040 15 15 5 5 
7 2180 5 10100 980 0 15 10 46.5 32 52 
8 2080 10 9980 990 20 35 10 10 
9 2000 15 9670 1010 25 45 15 48 30 45 
l O 2110 10 9900 1000 30 35 10 
NHrN E f. 
mg/1 
35 
39 
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Figure 36. Operational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 10,000 mg/1 at an S; 
of 500 mg/1 (20-day run) 
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Figure 37. Op~rational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Co.nstant XR of 10,000 mg/1 at an s1 
of 500 mg/1 (10-day run) 
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TABLE XIV 
STEADY STATE DATA ATS;= 2000 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 10,000 mg/l (20-day run) 
X XR Xe xw. Se st SR BOD· NH3-N NHrN Protein Carbo. 5 Feed E f. 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/d mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 
3080 10700 37 6410 10 25 10 15.0 190 121 
2 2900 10600 40 . 6215 50 90 0 40.0 31.5 
3 2890 10200 10 6000 30 50 15 17.0 165 95 
4 2850 9700 5 6400 45 65 12 39.0 32.0 
5 2900 9820 50 6320 50 55 10 
6 2810 9670 15 6400 40 65 10 15.5 205 127 
7 2840 10170 2 6050 0 30 5 
8 2890 10100 20 6250 30 55 15 
9 2950 9980 15 6500 40 70 10 
10 2870 10560 40 6700 15 40 5 
11 2890 10400 25 6300 10 26 10 39.0 27.0 25.0 
12 2850 10300 30 6100 90 95'- 25 
13 2800 10640 10 6300 50 60 10 15.0 175 110 
14 2790 9680 17 6020 60 70 15 
15 2850 10600 20 5900 60 90 15 
16 2860 10200 20 6200 60 80 15 36.5 36.0 10.0 190 125 
17 2900 9800 15 6300 35 75 0 
18 3010 9500 18 6450 40 65 5 
19 2860 10800 35 6500 15 40 10 15.0 214 140 
20 2875 9700 40 6420 25 45 15 42.0 40.0 
....., 
w 
-.....i 
Figure 38. Operational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 10,000 mg/1 at an Si 
of 2000 mg/1 (20-day run) 
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TABLE XV 
STEADY STATE DATA AT 5, = 2000 mg/1 GLUCOSE, XR = 10,000 mg/l (10-day run) 
X Xe XR xw Se st SR 8005 Protein Carbo. NH3-N Feed 
Days mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/day mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % % mg/1 
2890 5 10210 6005 35 40 10 10 55 40 195 
2 2900 10 10010 6300 40 50 25 200 
3 2960 40 9980 6350 15 45 10 15 53 42.5 190 
4 2790 5 9890 6100 20 20 20 50 41 
5 2890 0 9900 6200 10 10 20 105 
6 2920 10 10100 6320 45 55 10 25 55 38 185 
7 2830 25 10150 6000 20 60 5 50 37 
8 2870 35 10200 6400 25 45 15 15 195 
9 2840 25 9~00 6500 45 70 10 
10 2880 40 9900 6100 50 75 15 
NHrN E f. 
mg/1 
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98 
115 
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Figure 39. Operational Characteristics for an Activated Sludge 
Process With Constant XR of 10,000 mg/1 at an s1 
of 2000 mg/1 (10-day run) 
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500 mg/1 loading, and at the higher loading they were 97 and 98 percent. 
Of particular interest insofar as the model is concerned is the repro-
ducibility of the values of~ for each loading level. The average val-
ues at lower loading were 2150 mg/1 during the 20-day run, and 2130 mg/1 
during the 10-day run. These are adjudged to be in excellent agreement 
for a biological system. For the higher loading,. it so happened that 
the averag.e of 20 and 10 determinations of X values during the steady 
state period came out to be the same; viz., 2885 mg/1. It is emphasized 
that such a result should not be taken as an indication that such repro-
ducibility can be expected of this model. During the long run (20 day), 
the range for X was 2790 to 3080 mg/1, while during the short run (10 
' day), X varied' between 2830 and 2960 mg/1. Thus, the fact that the 
means were exactly the same does indeed give a false impre~sion of the 
degree of reproducibility. Another important pararneter to be compared 
so far as reproducibility is concerned is the.excess sludge production, 
X • 
w 
For runs A and B, the average Xw values were 1015 and 1029 mg/day, 
respectively, and for runs C and D, the average values for Xw were 6280 
and 6230 mg/day, respectively. Thus, the reproducibility of the result,.. 
ant parameter Xw was also tested and found satisfactory. The reproduci-
bility and effectiveness of the design and operational model are assess-
ed in Table XVI, wherein the average values for all four runs are given. 
Figures 40 and 41, and 42 and 4~ are the plots of batch experiments 
conducted during runs A and B~ The µmax and Ks values also compared 
favorably. Figures 44 and 45, and 46 and 47 are the plots of batch 
experiments performed during runs C and D. The µmax values and Ks 
values compared favorably. The once-through data for these four runs 
are shown in Figures 48, 49, 50, and 51. 
TABLE XVI 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF MEAN STEADY STATE VALUES OF EFFLUENT SUBSTRATE AND BIOLOGICAL SOLIDS 
CONCENTRATION AT Si VALUES OF 500 AND 2000 mg/1 
Feed Effluent Biological Solids 
Filtrate Sueernatant 
Nominal Observed 20-day 10-day. 20-day 10-day 20-day 10-day 
Glucose COD COD mg/1 
Se 5e st % BOD , Xe st xe XR 5 Pro- - XR S Pro-mg/1 mg/I 20 10 % % % BOD x R tein Carb. Xw x R tein 
500 530 '504 506 25 95 15 98 46 91 11 30 29 94 10 14 2150 9925 11 47 28 1015 2120 9970 8 49 
2000 2120 2010 2090 38 98 31 98 61 97 18 22 47 98 15 19 2885 10140 12 40 33 6280 2885 10010 14 53 
Carb. Xw 
32 1029 
41 6230 
--' 
.i,,. 
.J::,, 
Figure 40. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and So for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at ans. of 500 mg/1 and X of 
10,000 mg/1. Experimenl No. 1 (20-day run! 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of 1/µb 
vs l/S0 are 0.48 hr-1 and 140 mg/1~ respectively 
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Figure 41. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated S1 udge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an Si of 500 mg/1 and X of 
10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 2 (20-day run' 
The JJroax and K5 values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are 0.51 hr- l and 110 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 42. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
·Plant Operating at ~n s1 of so.a mg/1 and XR of 10,000 mg/1. Experiment No. 3 (20-day runJ- · 
The µmax and Ks yaluTs obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs ·1/s0 are 0.47 hr- and 95 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 43. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and So for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an s1 of 500 mg/1 and XR of · 10,000 mg/1 (lQ-day runJ 
The µmax and K5 valuys -obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are 0.~2 hr- and 110 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 44. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s0 for 
Cells Harvested From t.he Activated Sludge Pi lot 
Plant Operating at an S; of 2000 mg/1 and XR of 
10,000 mg/1. Experi~ent No. 1 (20~day run) 
The µmax and K5 values obtai.ned from plot of l/µ 0 
vs 1/~0 are O.bO hr-1 and 110 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 45. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s9 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an s1 of 2000 mg/1 and XR of 10,000 mg/1 (20-day runJ Experiment No. 2 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of 1/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.56 hr-1 and 195 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 46. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and S0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating at an Sj of 2000 mg/1 and XR of 
10,000 mg/1 {20-day run) Experiment No. 3 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.58 hr-1 and 105 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 47. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations and Relationship Betweenµ and s0 for 
Cells Harvested From the Activated Sludge Pilot 
Plant Operating. at an S~ of 2000 mg/1 and XR of 
10,000 mg/1 (10-day runJ Experiment No. 1 
The µmax and Ks values obtained from plot of l/µ 0 
vs l/S0 are 0.56 hr-1 and 115 mg/1, respectively 
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Figure 48. Performance of Once-through System at an S1 of 500 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 10,000 mg/1 XR (20-day run) · 
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Figure 49. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 500 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 10,000 mg/1 XR (10-day run) 
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Figure 50. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 2000 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 10,000 mg/1 XR (20-day run) 
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Figure 51. Performance of Once-through System at an S; of 2000 
mg/1 Subsequent to Cessation of Recycle of Sludge 
of 10,000 mg/1 XR (10-day run). 
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A summary of the steady state continuous flow runs conducted in 
this investigat.ion is given in Table XVII. The values given for var-. 
ious parameters in this lable are the average of the number of indi-
vidual determinations shown in Tables VI-XIV. The influent loadings 
are expressed in three different ways •. The amount of glucose added per 
liter, the .theoretical COD of this amount of glucose, and the observed 
COD in the feed are give~. The runs made are arranged in increasing 
order of growth rate. µ, or decreasing .order of cel 1 ag.e; ec, in Table 
XVlI for the conveni.ence of discussion. From the summijry of effluen,t 
filtrate COD, it is seen that the system operated at better than 95 per-
cent efficiency throughout. this investigati?n· The quality of the 
clarifier supernatant is expressed in terms of total COD, BOP, and sol-
\ . 
id~ concentration. The effect of XR on Xis readily seen by comparing 
the aerator sol ids of runs #1, 2, and 5. These ruris were all made at 
the same loading of 500 mg/1 glucose in the feed •.. The only differences 
in these runs were the XR values. They were 15,000, 10,000, and 5000 
mg/1 in runs #1, 2, and 5, respectively, and the corresponding biolog-
ical. solids in the aerator were 3082, 2120, and 1173 mg/1. Another.· 
comparative observation that can be made from this table is the effect 
of S; on X. For example,· compari.son of runs #2, 6, and 8, all of which · 
were made with approximately 10,000 mg/1 of XR while the Si loadings 
were 500, 1000, and 2000 mg/l, reveals that values of X (Table XVII)· 
were 2120, 2275, and 2885 m~/1. The.protein content of the sludge 
ranged from 40 to 54 percent, while carbohydrate content varied betwe·en 
19 and41 percent. During all runs, the filtrate COD of the recycle 
sludge was negligible compared to feed COD. 
Table XVIII is a summary of.the data calculated from batch 
Run 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
TABLE XVII 
MEAN STEADY STATE VALUES OF FEEDt EFFLUENT, AND BIOLOGICAL SOLIDS POR THE ACTIVATED 
SLUDGE PROCESS AT D = 0.125 hr-1 WITH CONSTANT XR 
Feed Effluent Biological Solids 
Nominal Filtrate Sueernatant Recxcle Sludge 
Ile Glu- Obs. 
Xe XR SR X R COD COD COD Eff. COD Eff. BOD X · Pro. Carb. 
-1 cose w mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 % mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 ,•' mg/day hr % o/.. % 
0.0062 500 530 520 20 96 62 88 8 42. 3082 14810 10 47 19 914 
0.0093 500 530 506 I 15 97 29 94 10 14 2120 9970 8 49 32 1029 
0.0125 500 530 504 I 25 95 46 91 11 30 1 2150 9925 11 47 28 1015 
0.0140 1000 1060 1010 I 48 95 90 91 26 40 ! 3362 15300 17 54 25 2284 
0.0239 500 530 519 ! 12 98 30 94 9 15 11173 4965 7 54 23 1303 
0.0240 1000 1060 1000 1 33 97 63 94 8 9655 11 54 38, 2600 34 I 2215 
' 
I 
0.0459 1000 1060 1030 I 24 98 50 95 14 21 1 1405 4960 14 54 20 3050 
0.0464 2000 2120 2010 I 38 98 61 97 18 22 2885 10140 12 40 33 6280 
0.0478 2000 2120 2090 ! 31 98 47 98 15 19 I 2885 10010 14 53 41 6230 
I ! 
Fig, 
# 
5 
37 
36 
11 
22 
16 
23 
38 
39 
··-
__, 
'-I 
0 
Run 
I 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
. 
8 
9 
TABLE XVIII 
VALUES OF THE "BIQLOGICAL CONSTANTS, 11 MAXIMUM SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE · 
SATURATION CONSTANT, K5 , AND CELL YIELD, Y, OBTAINED IN BATCH µmax' 
EXPERIMENTS USING CELLS HARVESTED FROM THE COMPLETELY 
MIXED REACTOR DURING CONTINUOUS FLOW 
STEADY STATE RUNS 
Si Maximum Specific Growth Rate Saturation Constant Batch Yield 
Glu- µmax' 1/hr Ks, mg/1 v8, mg/mg 
cose 
. ing/1 Ex 1 Ex 2 Ex 3 Ex 4 Ave. Ex 1 Ex 2 Ex 3 Ex 4 · Ave. Ex o Ex 2 Ex 3 Ex 4 Ave. 
500 0.35 0.31 0.34 0.33 · 150 155 140 148 0.33 0.34 0.30 0.32 
500 0.52 0.52 110 110 0.41 · 0.41 
500 0.48 0.51 0.47 0.49 140 . 110 95 115 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.39 
1000 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.50 110 95 140 115 0,43 0.44 0.42 0.43 
500 0.42 0.50 0.35 0.38 0.41 · 200 590 218 386 422 0.44 0.46 0.41 0.46 0.44 
1000 0.25 0.48 0.83 0.63 0.55 205 226 175 438 261 0.49 0.53 0.45 0.52. 0.50 
1000 0.30 . 0.30 0.30 0.42 0.33 315 230 105 313 240 0.49 0.54 0.48 0.53 0.51 
2000 • 0.60 0.56 0.58 0.58 110 195 105 105 0.59 0,53 0.56 0.56 
2000 0.56 0.56 115 115 0.54 0,54 
~ 
-...J 
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experiments conducted during the continuous flow studies. This table 
gives the biological characteristics of the sludge. The number of batch 
growth experiments cond~cted varied, depending on the length of the con-
tinuous flow run. In most of the runs; µmax and Ks obtained from indi-
vidual batch experiments were approximately.the same, although there was 
a wide range of it.Jax- and K5 on the whole •. The µmax varied between 0.25 
and 0.83 hr:r.· There was no definite relationship between the growth 
rate of the continuous flow u~it ~nd µmax values. The range .of Ks 
values was between 95 and 580 mg/1. Ba~ch yield; Y8, values were· calcu-
lated by measurin~ the initial and final solids and iSUbstrate concen-
trations during the batch growth ~xperiments. The Y8 values observed 
from the batch experiments conducted during any one particular run were 
very close to each other. · It is ·pointed out that there is a definite . 
trend between the average Y8 and µc {the specific g_Y'owth rate in the 
. . . R ' 
continuous flow with recycle) values, which will be discussed later. 
Overall, the Y8 values varied between 0.30 and 0.59. 
The res1.1lts obtained ·from the pure culture studies at 30°c are · 
given in.Tables XIX and XX. Table XIX is the summary of continuous flow 
data at D = O. 17 hr-1 {detention time of· 24 hours). The mean cell con-
centration in the reactor was 412 mg/1 at six hours detention time, and 
335 mg/1 at .24 hours detention time. The steady state data .at each 
dilution rate are shown in Figure 52. The growth curves observed during 
the batch experiments performed during the once-through continuous flow 
chemostat operation at both dilution rates are shown in Figure 53. The 
specific growth rates calcu.lated from these growth curves and the cor-
responding yield values ·are sh9wn in Jable XX •. The µ values ranged from 
0.42 to 0.60 hr-1 in the batch experirnenis conducted during the high 
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TABL~ XIX 
CONTINUOUS FLmJ CHEMOSTAT .DATA EMPLOYING Escherichia intE!rmedia .,. 
ATS i = -1000 mg/l GLUCOS.E (Temperature = 300c) 
. . -1. D = µc = 1/24 hr-1 · D = µ = 1/6 hr C 
Sample X £\COD 
Ye 
X £\COD 
No. mg/1 . mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 y C 
1 390 1060 0.37 350' 1040 0.34 
2 393. 1080 0.36 .350· 1040 0.34 
3 430 1100 0.39 326 1060 0.30 
4 433 1080 0.4.0 316 · ,1040 0~30 
5 413 1oao 0.38 
Mean. · 412. 1080 0.39 335 1043 0.32 
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TABLE XX 
VALUES OF SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE, , AND CELL YIELD, Y, OBTAINED AT 
DIFF~RENT SUBSTRATE. co~cE~TRATION~,. s~, IN BATCH EX~ERIMENTS 
EMPLOYING Escherichia 1ntermed1 a Temperature =11 309rC) 
-I -1 D = µ = 1/6 hr D = i.ic = 1/24 hr C 
Expt. 1 Expt. 2 Expt. l Expt. 2 
µB YB µB YB µB YB µB YB 
. 
0.43 0.40 0.42 0,36 0.43 0.33 0.39. 0.27 
0.53 0.38 0.46 0.35 0.42 0.32 0.43 0.32 
0.50 0.35 0.50 0.37 0.43 0.32 0.53 0.31 
0.55 0.37 0.50 0.36 0.46 0.34 0.53 0.32 
0.58 0.36 0.53 0.38 0.46 0.32 0.55 0.31 
0.60 0.37 0.53 0.38 0.48 0.33 0.55 0.32 
Figure 52. Steady State Data From Once-through Chemostat 
Studies Employing Escherichia intermedia at· 
Dilution Rates of 1/6 and 1/24 hr-1 
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Figure 53. Batch Growth Curves at Various Initial Substrate Con-
centrations for Cells Harvested From Pure Culture 
Chemostat Operating at an Si of 1000 mg/1 
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growth rate run. The average yields .observed in these two experiments 
were 0.37 and 0.37. The batch growth rates obtained from experiments 
performed during slower growth rate continuous runs varied from 0.39 to 
0.55, and average Y values were 0.33 and 0.31. 
··CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSS.ION 
Analyses of performance' characte~istics at variOU$ organic load- · 
ings, Si, and recycle sol ids concentr~tion, XR' of the activated sludge . 
pilot plant employing constant XR, indicate that the s.ystem delivered 
exc~llent effluent with respect to COD, both:filtrate .and tqtal, and 
.· . ' .. ~ . 
solids con,centration. Also, the few deterrni~ations. of 5-day BOD. indi- .· 
. . ' ,. . 
. cate high purificat.ion .efficiency. The use of chemical o~gen dema.nd ·a~ 
a parameter to evaluate the effluent quality is recognized as a conser-
. . . . '. . . 
vative estimate, since the effluent COD/BOD ratio is'usually found to be 
considerably higher than the initial i or feed COD/BOD ratio... A better 
way to estimate the removable amount of, substrate. in a waste would be.to 
run·a COD test o·n the wa~te, i.e._: initial COD m.inus· th.e final CO.D (24) 
(59). . I • : • ·I ·. . This test would give a better estimate of the readily available. 
substrate, i.e., S;,than would sole relianc.e·on the COD tes:t. It is 
not unusual to observe a residual amount of COD even for a substrate as 
- .. . . 
': ' . •. 
· readily metabolized as glucose. Of this residual COD, only a f~~ctioh·. 
' ' 
' ' 
will ·be registered as carbohydrate if a test for anthrone COD is con-·· 
ducted.·· In later runs, as can be. seen from Tables VU, VIII; X, .and 
·. XI, glucostat tests were conducted·on· effluent f;Jtra,te to see if any 
.,· 
glucose was present. The amount .of glucose in th.e effluent was· found 
' " 
to be 2 to 5 ppm, which is negligible:. Although the exac:t nature of·. 
. . . . 
the residual COD is. not known, it wa.s found in the .author's laboratories . 
•.1ao 
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to consist mainly of materials other than the original substrate (60). 
These materials .may be excreted by the viable cells or may be the com-
ponents of damaged or dead cells. It was shown tha.t this residual COO 
is no.t permanently residual or inert material; but compounds which are 
m.etabol ized more slowly than the. original. carbon source. · These mater-
ials can be further treated by tertiary treatment by physical, chemi-
cal, .or biological methods.· The biochemical efficiency based on 
effluent filtrate COD in a 11 of the runs made was 95 percent or better,. 
and based on total or supernatant COD, except for one run when the 
effluent so1ids were a little high~r than normal (40 mg/1),.was above 
90 percent. Even during this run, the efficiency was 88 percent and 
the BOD5 was only 8 mg/1. T~e .system performed effectively and stead-
ily even at high loadings of 1000 and 2000 mg/1 of Si. Thus~ the 
effluent was, ·on the average, very good; efficiency of substrate removal . 
was high, and the value of S was very steady. 
Another parameter to be analyzed in evaluating the steadiness of a 
model is the biological solids concentration~ x~ in the aeration.tank. 
From the ~tandpoint of testing the:steadiness of the model,,X is~ more 
sensitive para01eter than S. A close. examination of the plots of steady 
state aerator ·biological solids, X, reveals that it did n9t fluc~uate. 
over a wide ran~e during any loading, but rather remained steady within 
a narrow tange. The rather small amount of variatipn which did occur 
can be caused by several factors~. One of the reasons can be attr;.buted 
' 
to the limited fluctuation in XR. Also, the net cell yield value in a. 
biological system with heterogeneous population can vary, resulting in 
fluctuation. in X value. However, the concentration of -the reactor sol.-
ids was-dependent mainly on the concentration of recycle sludge,XR' 
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sinceµ was maintained constant at 0.25 during all runs. Another factor 
that controls, to a lesser extent the value of X, is Si.· The effect of 
these two parameters, XR and Si' were brought out in the results sec-
tion. Other factors that contribute to the specific value of X will be 
discussed later in this report. Analysis of the steady state plots of 
X at any loading shows beyond doubt that the XR control helps maintain 
the system in steady state with minimum fluctuations. 
Having analyzed the steadiness of the model in .terms of S and ~' 
it would be.appropriate to analyze the parameter of this model which 
contributed most to this steadiness--that is, the recycle solids concen= 
tration, XR. The nominal ·XR concentrations were 5000, 10,000, and 
15,000 mg/ll and it is seen that these concentrations were approximated 
very closely. It can also be seen that it was possible to control the 
recycle sludge concentration at a value approximately equal to the 
desired concentration for rather long operational runs. In most cases:i 
the range observed was! 1QOO mg/1 at higher XR, and! 500 at lower XR. 
It is interesting .to note that in preparing the sludge to the desir~d 
consistency:i optical density was used to estimate the concentration of 
sludge. The fact that, with experience, this rather simple method for 
obtaining the desired sludge consistency proved to be applicableii has 
ramifications for future .automatic control for maintaining constant YR. 
The sludge consistency tank fulfilled its function effectively in 
enhancing attainment of a steady state, and can be used in an even more 
versatile manner in shock loading situations. 
One of the assumptions made in the derivation of steady state equa~ 
tions for ~ and s was that th!;! substrate concentration .in the recycle 
sludgei SR, Was negligible. This assum~tion was .validate~ through 
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measurement of, the filtrate COD of the recycle sludge. In addition .to 
substantiating .the justification for. assuming SR = .o in the equation, 
this observation attests to the fact-that the residual COD in the 
0 • • ' .'' ' • I • ' ' ' • ' 
effluent was subject to fur~her removal. 
Another parameter of importance in designing waste treatment facil-
' 
ities is the amount of excess sludge produced as a result of substrate 
removal. The amount of sludge production depends mainly on the yield 
value and the decaycoefficient for a system. This study indicates 
that there are re~sons tq believe that cell yield or s1udge.produced is· 
dependent on the growth rate·or ~ell age. Figure 54 is a plot of 
observed yi~ld vs growth rate; and Figure 55 is a plot of observed yield 
. vs cell age~ It is seen from these figures that in a continuous flow. 
system, the higher theµ value, the higher is the cell yield, and cell 
¥ield decreases with increasing cell age. Thus,, at higher growth rates, 
. Xw is also higher. This can readily be .seen by comparing Xw values at 
one particular Si at different growth rates, e.g., at an s1 of 500 mg/1 . 
' ' ' -1 ' ,' ' for specific growth rates of 0.0062,. 0.0125, and 0.0239 hr (0.15, ·:,,._ 
o:30, and 0.57 day-1), xw values observed were 914; 1015, and 1303 mg/ 
da;y, respectively. At an Si of 1000 mg/1, tlie excess sludge produced 
was 2284, 2600, and 3050 mg/day.· The corresponding growth rates were 
0~014~ 0.024,. and 0.046 hr-1 -(0.34, U.57, and 1. l day-l). Similar 
results were reported by other researchers in the pollution control 
field as well as in microbial 1 iterature (10) (l9) (48). 
Reproducibility and effectiveness of the-design and operational 
model was assessed by running the pilot plant at identical conditions. 
at different times wi.th mixed cultures ·developed from different sewage 
inocula. These experiments definitely show that XR control can produce 
Figure 54. Relationship Between Cell Yi.eld and Specific Growth 
Rate in Continuous System 
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comparable values of X and S \.mder similar conditions of operation., 
It is interesting now to compare the cell yield values obtained, 
from batch growth experiments~ YB' using cells harvested from the con-
tinuous flow system, with steady state yield values computed directly 
from the continuous flow ·pilot plant data with and without recycl,e® YcR 
and Ye, respectively. These cell· yields .obtained in three difterent 
ways and corresponding growth rates are compared in Table.XXL It is 
realized that the experimental data do not warrant calculation of-µcR 
to four decimals, but this was done in ~rder to bring out the repro- · 
ducibility between runs 2 and 3, and 8 and~ (Figures 36 and 37, and 38 
and 39). If the values were rounded off to two decimals, exact repro-: 
ducibility may be assumed, whi.ch was not-the case.· There are some· 
important observation.s that can be made from this table. By comparing 
' ' 
runs 1, 2, and-5, the effect of recycling sludge on µc can be, seen. 
. ! .. R 
First observation is that recycle diminishes µc . dramatically (~ompare 
, . . R·. . ; . 
µc and µc ). A second observation is the effect of XR value on µc at 
· R · . · • · R 
the same loading. In runs 1, 2, and 5, the influent loading was -500 
mg/1 and XR values were approximately 15,qoo, 10,000, and 5000 mg/1, 
respectively •. The corresponding growth rates were 0.0062, 0.0093i, and 
0.0239 hr:1 (0.15, 0.22, and _0.57 day-1). · Thus, a decrease of XR from 
15,00~ to 5000 mg/1 caused a four-fold increase in µc. Another factor 
. . .. . R 
· that controlled µc~ was Si. In runs 2, 6, ~nd 8 (Figures 37, 16, and• 
38),. the recycle cell concentratio·ns were approximately 10,000 mg/1 and 
S; values were 500, 1000, and 2000 mg/1 gl~cose, respectively. The cor-
responding i-tc values were .0.00~3~, 0.0239, and 0.0464 hr-1• Thus,- an 
. R . 
increase in s1 from 500 to 2000 mg/1 caused a 4- to 5-fold increase in 
µc , whi.ch resulted in more sludge wastage due to the higher productiqn . 
R 
TABLE XXI 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SPECIFIC GROWTH RATE AND CELL YIELD UNDER 
DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF CONTINUOUS AND BATCH GROWTH 
Se. Growth Rate, 1/hr Cell Yield, mg/mg 
s. 
1 
Run Glucose )J . y y y 
# mg/1 CR JJB JJc CR B C 
500 0.0062 0.33 0.125 0.30 0.32 0.31 
2 500 0.0093 0.52 0.125 0.33 0.41 0.36 
3 500 0.0125 0.49 0.125 0.36 0.39 0.35 
4 1000 0.0140 0.50 0.125 0.40 0.43 · 0.40 
5 500 0.0239 0.44 0.125 0.44 0.44 0.46 
6 1000 0.0240 0.55 0.125 0.46 0.50 0.46 
7 1000 0.0459 0.33 0.125 0.51 0.51 0.53 
8 2000 0.0464 0.58 0.125 0.54 o •. 56 0.53 
9 2000 0.0478 0.56 0.125 0.54 0.54 0.53 
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of sludge. 
It is important to observe the effect of growth rate or cell age 
on observed cell yield. From Figures .54 and 55 it is seen that cell 
yield decreases with decreasingµ and increases with increasing Bc~ It 
is generally accepted that cell yield is affected by the cell age, i.e., 
the .higher the cell age, the lower the yield, and vice versa. · The com-
mon reason attributed to this phenomenon is usually the maintenance 
energy requirement, i.e., the utilization of exo·genous substrate to . 
maintain the status quo. The slow growing populations would require 
higher amounts of.substrate for maintenance;· therefore~ less amounts of 
substrate are channell,ed to synthesis of fresh cells. Ariother theory 
postulated. was the endogenous decay of cells--that is, a higher amount 
of autodigestion of cells at lower growth rates. To the author's know-
led~e, it has not.been proven conclusively which, if either of these 
two theories is correct. The decrease in yield may be a manifestation 
of one or both phenomena acting together. Whatever the mechanism may 
be~ it is experimentally observed that ther·e is a decrease in yield 
whenµ is decreased in continuous flow.· According to the maintenance 
energy theory,. the requirement of· exogenous substrate i.s minirnal at 
hi.gh growth rates. Therefore, cell yield should be maximum at µmax or 
near µmax· This is defined as "true yield.I! On the other ha.nd, looking 
at the endogenous decay point of view, which is a result of starvation 
conditi~ns, the highest cell yield should be obtained when cells are 
grown . in the presence of excess subs.tra te concentra ti ans~ Thus, batch 
experiments where cells are:gtown at high substr~te concentrations and 
close to µmax' should give 11 trueyield. 0' 
A comparison of Ye at low and high µc. or Be shows that it is, i~ 
. R R 
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accordance with the theory of maintenance. requirement. At the same 
time, it would be expected that cells· taken out of continuous flow· 
pilot plants growing at a slower growth rate when grown under batch con= 
ditions would give a higher yield than in the continuous system. · A 
horizontal comparison of Table XXI would reveal that this was not the 
,case. The v8 values ins~ead .of varying with µmax' varied with µcR' as 
dip Ye. A close examination of µc and µmax reveals that there was a 
R '' C R" ' ' 
10- to 50-fold increase in growth rates in batch growing systems com-· 
pared to continuous systems. For such an enormous increase in growth 
rate, little or no difference was observed between YcR and v8• This· 
trend persisted in a l1 runs, i.e. , Y 8 va 1 ues were the same or c 1 ose to 
Y cR, with the exceptiqn of the ~ O~d~y run at an Si, of 500 mg/1 and an 
XR of 10,000 ing(l:(run 2). Even here the.change i!l Y from 0.}3 to.0.41 
. , . . . . 
for a 50-fold increase·' in growth rate (µCR = 0.0093 an:EI :µma,x = 0.52 
hr""1) is significantly less than the incr•ease of yield from 0.30 to 
0.54 for 'an 8-fo.ld in~rease:inµCR (0.0062 and .0.0478 h·r-1). A similar 
tre.nd can be observed by comparing µ cR and µ c ~ and Y cR and . Y c for the 
other runs. The µc was always 0~125 hr-1:, which was held as a constant· 
operational parameter through~ut this investigation. Although µc was .. 
the same in all once'."'through studies made after recycling was stoppecl, · 
when a run was completed the yield Ye obtained was.not the same in al.1 
runs. The yield value in onc.e.:.through operation continued to be the 
·same as it was during recycle operation. It was noted that after .a pro=· 
longed period of operation as a once-through reactor subsequent to · 
stopping th~ recycle operation, the cell. yield began to, i·ncrease some~ 
what •. At least five detention times and generally more were reqyired 
before the cell yield started climbing. This observation was made 
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during runs l and 4, wheh Ye .increased from 0~31 to 0.54, and 0.40 to 
0.55, respectively. From all of these observations in continuous and 
batch experiment, it can be concluded that a rapid increase in yield 
was .not accomplished for an increase in growth rp.te. The data suggest 
that one possible reason for the change in yield at lower growth rates 
may be selection of species with a lower "true /ieldua from the hetero-
geneous population. Ramanathan and Gaudy (61} have reported true yield 
values between 0.4 and 0.6 for cells grown in glucose minimal medium in 
batch reactors. Values below and above this range were also observed~ 
although most of the values fell in this range. They attributed the 
variation in yield mainly to changes in species predominance in the 
heterogeneous population. A factor which could have limited the predom-
inance change in the present stydies is the high solids concentration 
i 
in recycle, which can res.1st changes in species predominance and thus 
variations in yield, Ye. 
R 
Results obtained from studJes employing Escherichia intermedia at 
different growth rates also indicated a similar trend so far as the 
relationship betweenµ and Y is concerned~ At a dilution rate of 1/6 
hr-1, Ye was o~39, and it decreased to 0.32 at D = 1/24 hr-1• The 
batch yield values obtained over a spectrum of growth rates remained 
the same as. in the continuous culture reactor from which the initial 
inoculum was obtained. Thus, the behavior of the single culture was· 
found to be the same as that of a natural population. Although this 
makes the !,selection of cells" theory rather weak, it is possible that 
various strains within a specie have diff~rent yields. During the 
course of this investigation, two different types of colonies~ rough 
and smooth, have been noted. Separate batch experiments were conducted 
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to· see if there was any;difference in v8 between the two strains. In 
all of the experiments. conducted, there was about a five percent diff~r-
ence in yield between the two. Since. this was not significant enough 
to cause as much difference in ye as was .observed at high and lowµ in 
continuous culture, .this rough-smooth mutation was discounted as a pas-. 
sibility for explaining the difference in yield values at the two growth 
rates. Additional batch studies using cells taken from the continuous 
culture reactor as initial inoculum were made. After the completion of 
a batch determination of ce 11 y i e 1 d, a portion of the ce 11 s wa.s trans= 
' 
ferred to another batch reactor, . and another growth experimen.t to deter.= 
mine cell yield was made. The aim was to see if th.ere would be an 
increase.in yield upon the.second batch transfer. The results indicated 
no increase in cell yield value •. 
Whatever the mechanism for the concept of cell maintenance energy 
requirement may be, the fa~t remains that there is a gradient in cell 
' 
yield .which is dependent on the. growth rate or cell age. ThUS 9 the 
ana1ytical equations developed for th' determination of Vt and kd can be 
used fo.r design purposes. Linearization of observed yield was accom-
plished by employing two different methods. Two equations employed to 
determine the value of the 11 true yield, 11 Vt, and maintenance energy 
coefficient, kdt are as follows:· 
(21) 
µ=YtU-kd (22) 
Equation {21) was used by Marr, et al. {43), and equation .{22) was 
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used by Schulze, et al. (44). Y0 and Yt are observed and true yield 
values; the other symbols are.used as previously defined. The data 
used to obtain these maintenance plots are shown in Table XXIL Figure 
56 is the plot of these two equations. The plots are labelled. as to 
equations employed and values for Yt and kd. It is se.en from this fig-
ure that the data fit the equations very well. The 11 true yield 81 value . 
. . . . . . . -l from these plots was found to be 0.59, and kd to be 0.14 day . The 
maintenance coefficient, kd, is somewhat higher than values previously .. 
reported in the literature (20)(62)(63)(64)(65). There could be sever~l 
reasons for the difference in kd values. Such factors as wastewaterli 
carbon source, initial inoculum, mode of operation, biomass in the sys ... 
tern, etc., may affect the kd values. It would be highly speculative to 
attribute to any one particular parameter the major causative role for 
high or low values of kd. 
It was of interest to see the effect of inclusion of maintenance 
factors in the steady state model equations. The salient steps in 
derivation of these equatio~s were outlined in the theoretical develop-
ment section and were listed in Table IL By comparing equations in 
Tables I and II! it is seen that one term is added to equations for XID 
a, bID and c. Having obtained values for Yt and kd from experimental· 
data, it was of interest to compare the predictive power of the modi~ 
fied equations with original equations without the cell maintenance. 
coefficient. From Table XXIII it is seen that either set of equations 
predicts 1 ower S than the observed S in the effluent. Of course~ use 
of COD as a measure of microbial substrate in the effluent leads to a 
· conservative estimate. The predicted values are closer to the values 
of glucose measured in the effluent; nevertheless, it is evident that 
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TABLE XXII 
DATA EMPLOYED FOR MAINTENANCE PLOTS 
s. 
1 µc 8 Run Glucose R C u 
# mg/1 1/Day Day 1/Day y 1/Y 
1 500 0.149 6.72 0.49 ·0.30 3.33 
2 500 0.223 4.48 o. 70 0.33 3.03 
3 500 0.300 3.33 0.67 0.36 2.77 
4 1000 0.336 2.97 0.86 0.40 2.50 
5 500 0.574 1.74 1.30 0.45 2.25 
6 1000 0.576 1.73 L28 0.46 2. 17 
7 l 000 1.102 0.91 2 .15 0.51 1.96 
8 2000 1.114 0.90 2.05 0.54 1.85 
9 2000 l.147 0.87 2. 14 0.54 l.85 
Figure 56. Plots of Maintenance Energy Equations to Determine 
True Yield, Vt' and Maintenance Coefficient, kd 
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Run 
# 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
-TABLE XXI I I 
EFFECT OF MAINTENANCE COEFFICIENT, kd' ON PREDICTED VALUES OF~' X, AND Xw 
Eff, Suostrate, S, mgll Biological SolidSz xi mgLl Excess Sludge 2 Xwz mgLdai 
Si Predicted. 
Predicted Predicted 
y = 0.59 Y = 0.59 y = 0.59 Y = 0.59 Y = 0.59 Y = 0.59 Glucose k. = 
.14 ~ = o.o ~ = .14 kd = o.o ~= .14 ~ = o.o mg/1 Obs. er Obs. Obs. 
-
500 20 5.0 4.8 3082 3089 3204 914 953 1815 
500 15 3,8 3,6 2120 2150 2230 1029 1170 1770 
500 25 4.0 4,0 2150 2140 2211 1015 1162 1695 
1000 48 5.2 5.0 3362 3406 3533 2284 2595 3547 
500 12 28.6 27.7 1173 1177 1221 1303 1379 1710 
1000 33 17. l 16.5 2275 2306 2393 2600 2812 . 3465 
1000 24 43.7 42.4 1405 1400 1453 3050 3060 3457 
2000 38 10,0 14.0 2885·. 2862 2968 6280 6255 7050 
2000 31 11.9 11.6 2885 2874 2983 6230 6539 7357 
..... 
I.O 
00 
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' 
there is little difference in the predicted values of S whether original 
or modified equations are used.- Comparison of predict~d and observed 
. values of X leads to the conclusion that if one does not reaUy require 
' 
a· very close prediction of X, there is little difference in using· 
either of the two equations.· But, definitely, the modified equation . 
predicts X closer to the actual value. This. will be more true at lower 
growth rates when the effect of ~d ~ill b~ manifested more than at 
higher growth rates. Since the normal daily flu.ctuation in the aerator 
solids concentration will .be of greater magnitude than the differenc~ 
in predicted values by these. two methods or any other method yet sug-
gested,. it will be acceptable to use either of these two. equation~. 
Regarding prediction of excess sludge, it is seen that at high 
growth rates, .the new model provides rather .good prediction, but the 
or.iginal model without kd does not predict Xw closely •. At low J.1; the 
model with kd provides a very good estimate of Xw, whe.reas the one 
without kd predicts about 50 percent more .excess sludge than was . 
observed experimentally •.. This result is reasonable, since kd exerts . 
. greater effect as cell age increas~~. _ In general, the activated ~ludge 
process operates at slow growth rates or high sludge.ages. Thus, 
1nclusi.on of the maintenance term seems a useful refinement to the 
mod~l to suit field conditions. 
In this study, the model was subjected to preliminary testing for 
.. ' ' . . . 
resistance to shock 1oads at recycle solids concentration of 5000 mg/1,. 
Th~ system performed effectively when loading was increa.sed from 500 
to 1500 mg/1. However, .the system did not perform quite as. efficiently. 
when 1 oad i ng was increased from l 030 to 3600 mg/ 1. It is noted that XR 
employed in th,is shock load study was 5000, which is much Jower than 
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the value that is normally observed in the field. It is believed tha~ 
the system would be able.to absorb the shock better.if higher values 
were employed. An alternative method suggested to alleviate any leak= 
age of substrate would be to increase XR o~ ~ during th~ period of 
shock so that a higher amount of cells. would be recycled, thereby 
increasing X and reducing the load. The increasing of XR or a in order 
to increase X needs a little more comment at this point.· This method 
of control has been condoned by some of the researchers in the field 
who propose control by amount of sludge wasted. One of the arguments· 
against the recycle ratio control is that it does not ensure an 
increased amount of cells to the aerator. because the ~ass balance 
around the whole system does not include XR or a. But the unique 
feature of this model is the constant recycle sludge .concentration. 
When a sludge consistency tank with constant solids concentration is 
placed in the recycle line, it is evident that an increase in XR or a 
shall provide a higher amount of sludge dosage to the aerator. 
CHAPTER VII 
DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN CURVES 
In order to employ a method for designing wastewater treatment 
facilities, it is imperative that the designer have an idea of the. 
. ' 
behavior ,of the model in .various opeY'.ational con.ditions. Since the 
model prQposed here employs various bio1ogical and hydraulic parameterst 
it would be of value if the effect of these parameters on the perfor-
mance characteristics of the process were known •. Since it will be 
practically impossible within reasonable ti_me to run·.pilot plant studies 
at any l eve 1 to observe the effects of different XR, µ, D., Ks, kd, µmax, 
and Yon performance characteristics, computational analysis was per-
formed' (IBM 360) employing the new model. equations derived {Table II). 
If all :of the data developed by the computer were shown, this report 
would become voluminous. Therefore, the effect of changes in µmax and 
Ks are discussed in the text with tables, an~ the effect ofµ, Di Y, XR® 
and kd are plotted and discussed briefly in this section. The compu-
tational program is shown in the Appendix. 
The effect of µmax and Ks on S, X ~ µ, and Xw as ql lcul a ted by 
computer are shown in Tables XXIV and xxv~ · The range of values employed 
for ·µmax and Ks were 0.3 to 0.6 hr-l~ and 50 to 300 mg/1, respectively. 
This was the normal range of values observed most frequently in. the 
author 0~ ,laboratory in the last several years for heterogeneous popula-
. . . 
tions. It is clearly seen that l-lmax and Ks have little effect on S;. X, 
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TABLE XXIV 
EFFECT 0~ µmax ON PRED!CTED VALU~S OF S, X! 1AND Xw (Ks - 100 mg/1, Y,~ 0.6, ka - 0.04 day , 
· D=0.125hr ,XR=l,OOOmg/1) , 
Si µm ~ X xw 
mg/1 hr-l .. mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 
250 0.3 3.0 2085 107 
' 
0.4 2.0 2086 108 
0.5 2.0 2086 108 
0.6 2.0 2087 109 
1000 0.3 11.0 2530 662 
0.4 8.0 2532 665 
0.5 7.0 2533 666 
0.6 5.0 2534 667 
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TABLE XXV 
EFFECT ~F K ON_~REDI:TED VALUE: OF S, X,_,ND Xw 
( ~ax - 0. 5 hr _ , y 1- 0. 6, ka O. 04 day , 
0 = 0.125 hr , XR = 1 ,OOQ,mg/1) 
s. 
1 Ks s X xw 
mg/1 mg/1 mg/1 ·mg/1 mg/1 
250 50 1.0 2087 109 
100 2.0 2086 108 
150 3.0 2086 108 
200 4.0 208~ 107 -
250 5.0 2084 106 
300 5.0 2083 105 
l 000 .50 3.0 253.6 669 
l 00 6.0 2533 666 
150 l o.o 2530 663 
200 13.0 2528 660 
250 16.0 2526 658 
300 19.0 2523. 654 
µ, or Xw at either low or high loadings. Similar results were 
observed for other values of Si' a, D, kd, Y, and XR, as well. 
Prediction of s 
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It is found from the computer-aided calculations that Y and kd do 
-~ 
not affect S. Figure 57 shows the values of S obtainable ·at various 
operational i:onditions, viz.,.D, a, and XR. The three portions of Fig= 
ure 57 correspond to loadings of 250, 600, and 1000 mg/1, as labelled. 
The values of Sat various dilution rates, D, or detention times, f. 
are traced at a of 0.15 and 0.30 for XR values of 8000, 10,000, and 
15,000 mg/1 at each loading. The values of S for in-between values of 
a at a specific XR will fall in the area between the two boundary lines 
shown. The shaded areas in Figure 57 indicate the S values at any t 
for an XR of 10,000 mg/1, and a values between 0.15 and 0.3. Similar 
plots can be developed for Si values fro~ which Scan be predicted. 
Prediction .of X · 
In Figure 58, Xis plotted against tat various values of a and XR. 
The to):> portion of this plot is at an Si loading of 1000 mg/1~ and the 
bottom at an s1 loading of 250 mg/1. The purpose of this plot is to 
show that t does not affect X significantly w;thin a normal range of 
operational conditions at both low and high loadings. 
In Figure 59, all of the important factors that affect X signifi-
cantly are shown. The main factors that affect X are found to be XR~ 
a~ s1~ and Y •. The range of XR and a plotted in Figure 59 are 8000 to 
15~ood mg/1, and 0.15 to 0.30, respectively. The values of X at an s1 
of .250; .600~ .and 1000 mg/1 are shown in this plot., The bottom portion 
Figure 57. Effect_of t (or D), ~' XR, ~; ~n S (µmax_; 0.5 hr-1, 
K5 - 100 mg/1, Y - 0.6, kd - 0.04 oay ) 
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Figure 58. Effect oft (or D), a, XR, and S; on~ (~max= 0.5 hr= , 
K5 = 100 mg/1, Y = 0.6, kd = 0.04 day-11 
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of Figure·59 shows the predicted X for Y of 0.3, and the top portion 
corresponds to a Y value of 0.6. 
Prediction of Xw 
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It is seen from Table,)! that the excess sludge, Xw, can be 
expressed in mg/day (equation 16) at mg/1 of waste flow (equatipn .17). 
In Figures .60 and 61, X\1 was calculated from equation .(17} .and is 
expressed in mg/1.. To calculate the amount of total .sludge produced 
per day (mg/day), the va.lue predicted by this equation should be multi-
. ', ' 
plied by fl ow rate, 1 i ter/day~ 
Figure 60 is a plot o(.f vs Xw at.various values of a ~nd XR. The 
bottom portion of Figure 60 corresponds to a loading.of 250 mg/1 (s1), 
and the top portion corresponds to a loading of 1000 mg/1.. It is seen 
that t does not have any significant effect on sludge production at any 
a or XR at either low or high loadings~. The small difference in _slud.ge 
production at lower Eis the result of a relatively higher amount of S 
) . 
'in the effluent at lower detention time (see Figure SS). Figure 61 is , 
a plot of XW ~s kd at various values ~f Y and XR. The three portion~ 
of Figure 61 ·pertain to the loadings (Si} labelled. It is noted that 
kd and Y have significant effects on the amount.of excess sludge pro-
duced. The.effect of kd is more pronounced at lower s1 concentration~ 
. . ' . 
and lower growth rates than at higher loadings and faster growth rates, 
the value of XR also infl,µences sludge production to a certain extent •. 
Anoth~r impor.tant aspect of this· plot fa that it pred'i cts the condi-
tions at.which the. system is not operable for known Y.and kd. · Thus, 
the selection of operational parameters, o,· a, and XR, can be suitably 
modified .... For example, at an Si ·Of 250 mg/1, if Y and kd were found to 
Figure 60. Effect of 1 (or D), XR, a, and_~i on Xw (µmax= 0.5 hr-l 
· K5 = 100 mg/1, kd = 0.04 day , Y = u.6) 
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be 0.5 and 0.08 day-1, XR of 12,000 mg/1 is not feasible at an a of 
0.25. A safe value .for XR will be 8000 mg/1 at an a of 0.25 •. An alter-
nate method will be to reduce a and operate at an XR of 12,000 mg/1. 
From Figure 62 it can be seen that kd does not affect the value of 
X at various values of a and XR. Also shown in Figure 62 is the effect 
of kd on sludge production at different recycle ratios. It is noted 
that a does not affect the amount of sludge produced at higher kd val-
ues. The effect of a on Xw is more at a higher XR than at a lower XR. 
An interesting observation from this plot is that at an XR of 15,000 
mg/1 and kd of 0.068 day-1, the amount of excess sludge produced is the 
same for any values of a between 0.15 and 0.3 at an Si of 1000 mg/1. 
Similar is the situation when XR is 10,000 mg/1 and kd is -0:095 day-1• 
A brief explanation for this occurrence is that in the range of a inves-
tigated, an increase in a decreases the specific growth rate and 
increases X. Si nee Xw = \ll, there is at a certain kd a convergence 
wherein the increase in X matches the decrease inµ and the products 
are identical. 
The curves presented in this section can be used as a guideline 
for designing waste treatment facilities employing the activated sludge 
process. It is suggested that the designer obtain the following data 
by laboratory analysis before design alternatives can be considered~ 
1) LiCOD of waste: can be obtained by batch lab experiments to 
find the biodegradable portion of the wastewater to which the treatment 
facilities need to be design~d. 
2) µmax and Ks~ Batch growth experimentscan be conducted by 
employing cells grown in a COD test to obtain these biological 
18 constants.ll 
Figure 62. (top) Effect ohr~d' XR, and a on X at Siof lOOO~~g/1 (µm~x=O.~ l,K5 =100mg/1,D=o.125hr, 
Y - 0.6) · 
(bottom) Effect of kd, XR, and a on Xw at Si of 
1000 mg/1 · 
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3) Y and kd: Continuous flow laboratory bench scale studies can. 
be conducted at different growth rates and the results;from this can be 
used to develop the maintenance plot to ob.tain values of Y and kd. How-
ever, .if such long-term studies are not feasible, a reasonable estimate. 
of Y can be made by conducting batch experiments. A value for kd may 
be obtained from the literature or by experience (most frequent\y 
reported range for kd i.s between 0.02 and 0.08 day""1). 
After obtaining all of these parameters, the design curves can be 
··consulted to select the operational conditions. If the effluent BOD or 
percent removal is specified, the detention time, t, required can be 
selected _from Figure 57 for any specific. a. and XR of choice. At this 
particular combination of Si' Y;, a., and XR, the val.ue_of X can be 
determined from Figure 59. The amou.nt of excess sludge produced for 
which sludge handling facilities need to be provided can be read from 
Figure 61 at the specific Y, XR, kd' and Si. An examination of the 
design curves .indicate that ~ore than one ·combination of D, a., and XR 
is possible to achieve the same effluent quality. It is very important 
after selecting XR, a., and D, to check from Figure 61 that it is feas-
ible to .opera_te under the chosen conditions at the specific kd. If the 
selected combination of XR, a., and D indicates zero or negative sludge_. 
production, these three 'operational parameters should .be modified to 
arriv~ at a positive sludge production val~e without sacrificing efflu-
ent quality. If, however, various'cqmbinations of a., XR' and Dare 
found to 'give satisfactory treatment; the selection should be based on 
economic considerations~ like tank vol~me, pumping costs, amount of 
excess sludge produced fo.r which disposal facilities need to be pro-
vided. A basic rule of thumb ,is to design a system with the least 
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amount of excess sludge production,therepy reducing sludge disposal 
cost. However, by designing a system for slow growth rate or high ec,_ 
the aeration tank volume may be increased to the point where_ the 
increase in .secondary treatment cost ·may more than offset the reduction 
in sludge disposal costs. Also, by designing a system with higher 
sludge production, a higher amount of NHrN as well as phosphorous can 
· be incorporated in the _cells and thus reduc~ the cost of terti~ry 
-treatment. 
It might seem possible from :Figure 61 that a designer can so 
choose operation~l parametets to bave zero sludge production {extended 
aeration-total oxidation process). However, it is not true due to the 
behavior of kd •. The cell decay is a combination of various phenomenp 
I 
occurring at the same time. The val.ue of kd obtained from the main= 
. ' 
tenance plot is a gross. number over a wide range of growth rates or 
cell ages. This value can vary throughout the range of growth rates. 
Therefore, it will be inappropriate to use themodel to design an 
extended aeration-total oxidation process. 
In the literature review section of this report, two main approa~h-
-es being practiced were disc~ssed~ It is of interest here.to translate 
the approach suggested in this section to the design approaches which · 
' . 
utilize _F/M ratio and sludge residence time, ec. To facilitate such a 
compa~ison, the growth rate,µ, or cell age,,ec, and F/M values are 
plotted against·t at v~rious values of XR and a. for an Si of 250 mg/1 
in Figure-63. A similar plot for an Si of 1000 is shown in Figure 64. · 
The ec values were calculated in-acc9rdance with equation (20). The 
F/M ratios were calculated in accordance with th~ following equation: 
Figure 63. Effect oft (or D), Xe, and a on F/M Ratio andµ 
(or ec) at S; of 25u mg/1 
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F /M = F • s . I V • X = s · / X 1 · l (23) 
The biological constants used were the average ones employed for the 
design curves of Figures 57 through 62. These are noted in the legend 
of Figures 63 and 64. If a designer prefers to design a system to 
maintain a specific Ge or F/M ratio, he can still employ the model 
recommended herein by consulting Figures 63 or 64to arrive at possible 
combinations of a, XR, and D. For any chosen values of a, XR and D, 
the effluent substrate concentration can be obtained from Figure 57. 
Conversely, if the designer has employed the model and approach to the 
design herein recommended and has obtained the design values of a, D, 
and XR, he can check his design against accepted values of F/M and Ge 
by consulting Figures 63 and 64. 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results of this investigation support the following conclu-
sions: 
1) An activated sludge process can be operated without extraordi-
nary operational effort according to the conditions that the recycle 
sludge concentration, XR' :is a selectable constant. 
2) The experimental results provide justification for the basic 
assumptions made in derivation of model equations. 
3) The experimental results also provide evidence that a rather 
steady state in~ and X does ensue for prolonged periods of time, 
·, 
which is one of the conditions stipulated in deriving the model. 
4) Runs conducted at similar conditions produced comparable 
resultsi indicating that the performance with regard to X, S, and Xw is 
fairly reproducible. 
5) The sys tern f o 11 ows the genera 1 trend of decrease in Xw { or Y c ) 
. . R 
as growth rate, µ, is decreased (or as cell age is increased).· 
6) Comparison of cell yield values obtained from batch experiments· 
and continuous flow experiments with and without· recycle indicate some 
reason for caution in ascribing the'above phenomenon to the so-called 
''maintenance energy 11 concept as is usually stated. However, either of 
the analytical equations employed to express thekinetics of the con-
cept can be used to handle the data. 
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7.) Results of pure culture study support the above mentioned obs er- .. 
vation on yield in heterogeneous populations, and thus warrant caution 
against acceptance of theor~tical validity of the maintenance energy 
concept. 
8) Comparison of predicted values of S, X, and Xw by equations 
including the maintenance coefficient, kd' and original equations with-
out kd prove that there was little difference in prediction of Sand X. 
However, there was a significant diff~rence in the predicted values of 
Xw. In the interest of refining the prediction of X~, those equations 
including the maintenance coefficient are recommended. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Based on the findings· of this study, the following suggestions are· 
presented for future investigation invo.lving the constant cell feed-back 
model for an activated sludge process: 
1) Study the behavior of the model at other XR, s1~ ·and D 
. conditions. 
2) Investigate possible methods of automatic measurement and con-
trol of XR by employing a quicker physical-instrumental analysis for 
biological solids concentration. 
3) Conduct.runs at higher ec or lower growth rate to recqmmend 
o~erational conditions of the model for nitrification purposes. 
4) Test the performance of the model under various types of,shock 
. . . . ' 
loads, and employ sludge consistency tank (a.erator #2) as a dosage 
tank to control leakage of substrate, if any. 
5) Study the operational ease and performance of the model on a 
full scale pnot plant employing a :whole waste at a higher level. 
6) Do a cost analysis of the additional expense involved by adding 
a sludge consistency ta,nk, and provide engineering design details of 
this tank. 
7) Try out the complete aerobic treatment flow sheet guggested by 
Gaudy and Gaudy(24) for carbon removal and sludge disposal. 
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APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE PREDICTION OF S, ~, Xw, 
µ, AND F/M AT VARIOUS OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
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DIMENSION MUHAX(20J,Ksr20J,V(2D),DECAY(20J,RESOt20J,ALPHA(20J,D(20 
1) 
REAL KS,MUHAX,HU 
100 WRI TEl6,5J 
5 FORM A Tl • 1 1 , 6X, • SI 1 , SX, • MUMA x• , 5X, 1 Ks• , 7X, 1 y,., 7 X, • KO' , 7X 1 • XR1 ,5X, • A 
1LPHA 1 ,6X,'D',8X,'S',8X,'X 1 ,7X 1 MU 1 ,7X,'XW',7X,'F/H•/J 
LINE=3 
SI=250.0 
READ15,1JIMUMAX(IHJ,IM=l,41 
READ15,2J(KS(IKl,IK=l,6J 
REA015,1J(Y(IYJ,IY=l,4J 
l<EAO (5, 3 J ( DECAY (IOI, ID=l.5 I 
READ15,l)(RESO(IRl,IR=l,4J 
READ(5,l)(ALPHA(IAJ 1 1A=l,4J 
READ(5,2)(D(ITl 1 IT=l,6J 
l FORMAT(4Fl0.5J. 
2 FORMAT(6f10.5 I 
3 FORMAT(5F10.5J 
DO 10 IH=l,4 
DO 10 IK=l,6 
DO 10 I Y= 1, 4 
DO 10 IO= 1, S 
DO 10 IR=l,4 _ 
DO 10 IA=l,4 
CO 10 IT=l,6 
A=MUMAX(IHJ-(1.+ALPHAIIAJl*D(ITl+DECAY(IDI 
B=D( IT)*ISI-11.+ALPHA(JA))*KSIIKJJ-(MUMAXIIMJ/(l.+ALPHA(IAJ)J•(SI+ 
l (ALPHA I I A)* RESO (IR J JI YI IY) )-DECAY I ID J *I KS I I K J +IS I II 1. +ALPHA( IAJ I IJ 
C=KSIIK)*DIITl*SI+KSIIKl*DECAYIIDJ*SI 
S=I-B-IB**Z-4.*A*C)**0.5)/12.*AI 
X=IYIIY)*ISI-11.t-ALPHA( IAIJ*S IJ+ALPHA(IAl*RESOIIRJI( l.+ALPHA(Ul+D 
lECAY(IDIJ 
MU=DIIT)*(l.+ALPHA(lAl-(ALPHA(lAJ*RESO(IRJ/X)J 
XW=MU*X/(OIITJI 
FM=D( ITJ*SIIX 
WRITEl6,6J Sl,MUMAXIIMJ,KS(IKl,YIIYJ,OECAYIIOl,RESO(IRl,ALPHA(IAJ, 
lD(lTJ,S,X,MU,XW,FM 
6 FORMAT( 1 ',13(1X,F9.2JI. 
LINE=LINE+l 
IF(L!NE-60)10,10,8 
8 WRITE(6,5) 
L INE=3 
10 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
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